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Chapter I 
Introduction 
It is the purpose of this study to determine what type of 
lessons may be taught in Slllal.l groups to bring about a maximum of 
learning; to discover when it is best for all pupils to share the same 
learning; and to find out when 1 t is expedient to allow a pupil to be 
the leader of a group while the teacher is otherwise occupied in 
purposeful activities with the remainder of the class. 
One problem facing all primary grade teachers is how best to 
meet the varied abilities within a classroom. Classes differ not only 
in ability but in size as well. It seems possible that proper organiza-
tion may provide time for the teacher even to work with individuals if 
it seems necessary. Therefore this study is an attempt to develop plans 
to meet varied groups in Grade III. 
This is one part of a group study on Teaching in Groups. 
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Chapter II 
Plan of Study' 
Two hundred eighty-four third grade pupils in nine classrooms 
II 
11 from a widely scattered area in Massachusetts and Rhode Island were 
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subjects in this thesis. The schools represented were located in small 
and large towns and cities. The classes varied in size from twenty-five 
to forty-five, These classes also varied in intelligence and socio-
economic conditions. 
Some rooms were equipped w1 th movable £urni ture whUe others 
had stationary desks and chairs. 
The areas for experimentation were: Arithmetic_, Art, Hand-
writing, Health and Physical Education, Language, Music, Reading., 
Social Studies and Spelling. I 
The first step was to determine what the possibUi ties were for 1
1 
· 
II teaching the class as a whole.. 'i'he subjects to be explored were divided 
among the nine members of the group who were to bring in the results of 
the findings which would be discussed the following week,. It was found 
that these were the possibilities: 
Appreciation lessons 
Attitudes and understandings 
Demonst't>ations 
Introductory lessons 
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Discussions :
1
i 
Sharing experiences 
II I! II Copying lessons. II 
1111 l!e111ew lessons 1:.·!1, 
Next it was decided to investigate the areas for teaching 
II ~l·j' h groups of two. fhe same procedure, as for teach1X1g the whole class1 was I' lo 
I followed. llitamples for working in groups were: lj 
li aames I 
1! Composition work ~~~~ 
~~~~ !11, Picture study 
lj 
'( Checking work II 
I li 
·1 PupU-teaohing !i 
1: Guiding practices ·j~:li 
II li 
I
ii Drill practices ,, 
j\ Enrichment activities /1 
ll I' jj Workbook ~essons I! 
1
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II'. il 
·j The next step was to experiment with groups of three, five or II 
I, :1 ,. 
l'i more. It was discovered that it was feasible to assign a pupil-leader li I· il to these groups. Mai\Y times these groups were teschOI' directed in wcler !I 
!/ to give added practice or preparation for further study. i( 
l'l It was imperative that a definite plan be established which 
:1 
li would be easy to follow. Ai'ter mu.cb discussion this was the form 
!I selected. 
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Aim 
Materials 
Time 
Procedure 
!\"valuation 
Variations and Follow-up i.f any 
In order to determine the workability of this plan, it was 
necessar.y for lessons to be written out completely. The following week 
sample lessons in any area and in any sized group were submitted by the 
members. These were analyzed and constructive criticisms were made 't7hich 
work was set up. 
Handwriting .. • • 
" "' 
.. 
" 
Decenber 3 
Music • .. • ,. ,. • .. .. December 10 
Art .. • • "' .. .. .. • .. December 17 
Language 
• • • .. .. • .. • January 2 
Arithmetic • .. .. • .. • • .. January 8 
Reading .. • • • • " • • • January lS 
Science • • • • • " • ~ • January 22 
Social Studies • • • • • • January 29 
Spelling • . • • • • • February 5 
Physical Education and Health 
" 
February 12 
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~he final step was to assemble the lesson plans. These were 1 
arranged alphabetically by areas end were arranged in groups ranging from j 
the largest to the smallest • 
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vlhole class 
Aim; To review the number combinations. 
-
Materials a 3 x 4 oaktag cards with the one hundred addition and sub-
tractions facts, without the answer .. 
Time: 
-
Twenty minutes .. 
Prooeduret Each child was given five of the cards. The teacher then 
called out a number which might be the answer to several combina.tionso 
All the children who had one or more of the combinations which might 
give that answer were to go to the front of the roomo The remaining 
children checked on the accuracy of those who had left their seats. 
I Evaluations As a different way of review this was quite effective and 
'I 
!1 much enjoyed,. The number might also be given by one of the children 
11 orally or by holding up a card. Also numbers from one to eighteen 
It could be handed out. to all. members of the class, The combinations 
I could then be given by the teacher or a pupil teacher and those who 
I had the correct answer would hold it up. This game and the variations 
could also be worked to advantage in smal.J.er groups. 
Whole class 
Aime To provide practice .on the addition facts with sums 
-
through 10. 
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Material.s: Ten cards 411 x 4" on which are written with dark crayon 
the .numbers l through 10, M~ ~~Arithmetic, Grade J~ arith-
metic paper, pencils. 
~= Ten minutes. 
Procedure' The entire class laid their individual sets of ten cards 
across their de.sks. The teacher gave the !act. The children held 
the card with the right answer for the teacher to sea. The teacher 
folm.d the wrong sums and asked those children to copy the fact with 
the right sum. on their arithmetic paper so that picture stories could 
be made later. The following facts from page 22 of M~ Sure~ 
Arithmetic were practiced~ 
4 6 2 5 1 3 7 8 4 
4 l-~ ! 6 !! 2 1 2 
- - -
5 7 2 8 3 .l .3 5 1 
! 1 k 2 1 2. .l .l i 
- -
1 4 4 9 > 6 5 2 6 8 6 2. ! 2. g_ 2. 1 1 
- - -
7 2 4 6 2 5 1 3 2 
.l 2. :2. k .2 l 1 6 J. 
- -
Evalua.tiont The children enjoyed this type of practice on the addition 
facts with smns through 10. It provided individual challenge while 
working with a large group. 
'I 
I 
Entire class .... first hal£ of lesson 
Groups of two - last part of lesson 
Aim' To teaeh borrowing in ari thmetio. 
-
Materials: Flannel boal!'d..- felt nunibers,. chalkboard, paper, peneil, 
k dimes, 13 pennies. 
Time:. 
-
Oral work • 15 minutes. 
Written work ... aboutlO minutes. 
Procedure a, The teacher gave J. $..43 (4. dimes and 3 pennies). J .. was 
asked to give M. $.19. Before J. gave M .. exactly $.19 she had to get 
change for a dime. The teacher gave J. 10 pennies for one dime .. 
Then J .. had 
She gave M. 
Then J. had 
3 dimes and 13 pe~es 
1 dime and 9 pennies 
2 dimes and 4 pennies 
The teaohet> asked how mu.oh money J. had left.. SimiJ.ar 
examples using money were given to other ohildren. 
The teacher did the following example on the boarde 
u$.32 is the same as 3 dimes and 2 cents 
$.18 is the same as 1 dime and B cents 
Eight oents can't be subtracted from $.02. One of the 
dimes was used. 
$.32 is the same as 2 dimes and 12 cents $.32 
$.18 is the same as 1 clime and 8 cents -.18 
1 dime and 4 cents" $.14 
II 
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Similar examples were given using felt numbers on the i'lan-
nel board1 and a group of children worked out some examples in borrow• 111 
II il'lg at the board. The teacher told them they were borrowing when they 
! 
took one o:f the dimes and put it wi tb. the cents so that they were able 
to subtract.. The fact was stressed that when· the small number was on 
top in the "ones" oclumn$ they had to borrow. (The children had had 
previous experience with place value, so they lmew which was the "ones" 
column.) 
ten t<forka 
'l'he following examples were given to the children as writ... 
$.82 
.57 
$o94 
.66 
-
The children worked together in pairs. When two children finished an 
example,. they checked their answers with each other. I£ they agreed 
they went on to the next example. If they disagreed, they tried to 
find the error o 
Evaluatimu While the children were working on the examples, the 
teacher checked each group. In every group the children borrowed 
correctly. However, not all the answers were correct because some of 
the childJtea didn't know their subtraction facts as well as others .. 
Follow-'!P: Additional practice in borrowing, individual. help with 
subtraction facts. 
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}'ihole class divided into two groups 
~~ To eheck the childrents understandiJ::lg of some of the arith-
metic vocabul~. 
·" 
Materialst Aritbmetie voeabulary based on third grade level vocabulary 
in arithmetic.~ taught up to DeceniberJ chalkboard. 
~~ Forty minutes. 
Procedure: The teacher explained rules to the olass for a game called_, 
"Play a Game with Number Wordsu. It 'iras played in teams. The teams 
took turns showing or expla.:in1ng what 11numbe:r words11 meant. Each child 
had. to show that he knew what his word meant. He bad to use one o:t the 
follo-wing three wayst 
1. Write or draw something on the chalkboard. 
2. Act out what the word means • 
.:;. Tell what the word means. 
The teacher chose members of a class of 30 children for two 
teams which were as equally divided in abUity as possible. If a mem-
ber of the team explained the meaning of a word, he won a point .for his 
team. The team with the most points is the Winning team. 
The teachel' gave the following words orally to the two 
teams a 
12 
r 
I 
'l'eam I 'l'eam II 
1 .. add 1. addition fact 
2. a£ternoon 2. altogether 
J,. dollar 
.3· foot 4. by fives 4. by tens 
5. counting 5. cent 
6. inch 6. half dollar 
7. by twos 7. dime 
a. counting B. equals 
9 .. each 9. fewer 
10. farthest 10. fourth 
11. quarter 11. hour 
12. first 12. have left 
1.3. go up 13. join 
14. minutes 14 .. one ha.lt 
15. hun.di'-ed 1.5. more of 
16. largest 16. most 
17. quart l7o pint 
18. one 18" zero 
19. dollar sign 19. cent sign 
20 .. number 20. 2-pl,aae number 
21 .. none 21 .. third 
22 .. next 22. sum 
2,3. more than 2) .. subtract 
24. ones' place 24. second 25. plus 25. remainder 
26. row 26. penny-
27. smallest 27. one ten 
28. subtraction fact 28. older 
29. take away· 29. nothing 
,30. tens' place ,30!1 nickel 
:n. younger .31· most 
Evalua.tionf Sometimes the children discussed whether the answers were 
correct or complete enough to win a point. There was a tendency in 
the beginning o£ the game for each team to immediately claim the 
answer given by his team member to be eorreet.. This called forth a 
reminder that by playing this game we were really trying to find out 
which words were known and whieh words we were not sure about., and the 
need to really thillk about an answer given before de"iding whether it 
II 
is right or not. This reminder helped make the remaining part of the 
game go along I)lOre smoothly. The children realized the game required 
them to use good thinking in order to give a clear explanation of 
arithmetic terms which they actually were using often during discus-
sions without i;oo much thought behind them. The children gained a 
clearer underst-anding of the meaning of· the arithmetic terms they had 
been using. 
1-Jhol$ elass divided into two eyoups 
. Ainu 
-
To:review the arithmatie facts studied to date • 
Materials: Blackboard., chalk. 
Timet 
-
Twenty minutes .. 
Prooeduret Before class the teacher bad written two groups of twenty ... 
five number f'aots on two different sections of the blackboard. One 
group contained harder facts. The class was divided into two teams, 
according to a diagnostic test. The top half of the class lined up, 
as for a relay race, about six .feet .from the board, and facing it. The 
other hal£··o£ the class lined up in front of itts examples. At a given 
signal the first iD. eaeh team went to the. board1 did an example~ tagged 
. 
the next person in line~ Snd. tllen went to the end of the ~ine. This 
continued until all problems were a.ompieted. The teacher and. the class 
checked all the ·problems and the team which had finished .first· was th.e . 
14 
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Evaluations As in all relays, this was very noisy, but the noise didn r t 
last long.. In checking the facts1 it was found that each team had made 
only one error. If a child made an error during the race, his team 
shouted at him that it was wrong. This was not planned, but it did 
make those who erred correct their own errors. 
lr1hole class divided into two groups 
~~ To practice the easier addition facts. 
Materials: Flash cards 3" · x ldtu, black cr~ons, disks (poker chips) 1 
9ln x 12" oak tag, pen, India ink# arithmetic paper. 
Timet Ten minutes. 
-
Procedure: The children had in a previous lesson made individual. sets 
of nash cards placing the number fact on the front and the disk pic-
ture in domino pattern on the back. When rmy 2 ohild:ren completed 
their written work, they;practioed on the addition fact cards with 
r.r> ' 
' ' 
·their partner. Pupil A,· ~ing hi1;1 ·ovm ~ards6 said the answers 'While 
Pupil B .flashed th~ cards and checked. the responses. Any incorrect 
responses were placed. in a separate pile to be studied .later.. Pupil 
• 
' B .followed the· same procedure. When PUpil A and B .had .finished prac-
ticing., they each got a sheet of oak tag, with an ink line· drawn 
I 
through the middle.,. and placed movable disks to show the meaning of 
the missed facts~ After showing the .f'a~t; the P:uPil wrote the fact /jj 
:i 1 
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with its answer, placed the missed card back into ·the deck, and was 
tested again by a pupU partner. The followi~ were the facts included 
in each set of cardse 
4 6 2 s l 3 7 8 4 s 1 ·2 
k l 8 2 6 1! 2 ! 2 ~ l k 
- - - - - -
8 .3 l .3 5 1 1 4 4 9 .3 6 
2 1 2. J. J. 2. 8 6 2. 1 2. 2 
- - - -
5 2 6 7 2 4 6 2 5 1 3 2 
2. 7 1 l 2. 1 k 6 ! 1 6 J. 
- - -
Evaluation: The easier addition .faots were o.ften practiced by pairs of 
children in the~ spare time. After each repetition, the pUe of 
missed faets grew smaller.. The aim of each pupil was to complete the 
entU'e pack with no el"):'Ol"s. Each child worked hard to meet this indi-
vidual goal. 
Variation: Subtraction facts ma;r be praotieed in this same manner, 
orossing ou.t the disks to be taken away. 
II 
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Group of twelve 
Aims To drill on the harder addi t.ion facts. 
-
Ma.teriaJ.s: Three sets of 9" x 1211 oak tag flash cards, lightweight 
colored construction paper, Dennison crepe paper, India ink, pen, 
dowels. 
Timet Fifteeu minutes. 
-
ProeedureJ The teacher prepared before hand 3 sets of flash cards. 
Set 1, representing the semi-concrete stage~ bonsisted of simple ob-
jects cut from construation paper and pasted on 9n x l2" oak tag in 
the domino pattern to represent the number fact.. Set 21 more abstract 
than Set l, consisted of li-11 crepe paper circles pasted on oak tag to 
follow a domino pattern similar to Set 1. Set :3; the abstract stage, 
had the number .fact written in India ink. On the back of ·each flash 
card, the fact was wr1 tten 'iif:i. th its answer in ink. The following 
facts were included in the .3 sets of flash cards: 
9 8 7 6 9 8 7 6 
2 l l! s .1 k 2. 6 
- -
9 8 7 9 8 7 9 8 
l! 2. 6 2. 6 1 6 1 
-
9 8 9 9 
1 8 8 9 
-
The teacher assigned her 37 children to 3 groups, eaeh 
g:t"Oup having a pupil teacher who knew his facts well-. The slowest 
11 ehildren drilled on Set l cards, each child taking his turn and 
ii ,. 
1 17 
saying, "9 birds and 3 birds are 12 birds~" On Set 21 ll pupils 
drilled, each child taking his turn and sey-ing1 "9 green circles and 
3 green circles are 12 green circles." The 12 pupils who lmew their 
facts best drilled on Set 3$ each child taking his turn and saying1 
119 and 3 are 12." As the 3 groups practiced, e:ti3' child who missed a 
fact had to get dowels and count out 119 sticks and 3 sticks" as the 
teacher watched• 
Evaluation& The ,; groups drilled on the harder addition facts on the 
• level that met their individual needs. Eaeh child was a working mem-
ber of his group. The pupil teachers directed their groups well. The 
teacher was able to offer individual assistance to youngsters who 
needed to count out their facts. 
Variation• Set l cards provide good material for written practice 
in the early stages of learning the harder addition facts. The teacher 
sets 8 cards in the chalk tray and the cbildl'en write the fact families 
on arithmetic paper folded into 16 squares. For example; 
Front 
8 6 14 l4 
+6 +8 -8 -6 
14 i4 6 6 
s 9 14 14 
+9 +S -9 -$ 
i4 14 5 -9 
6 l2 
+6 -6 
i2 '6' 
--
'I 
li 
L:__ 
_L 
========================================~=========~======== 
·- -~ 
9 7 16 16 
+7 +9 
-9 -7 
i6 16 - -7 9 
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il 
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Set~ 
Set 2 
Sam le of objects for- Set 1 cards. 
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II Group of nine 
Aim: To provide practice L"l making number facts wi tb sums 
through 10 when one of the nunibers and the sum are given, 
Materials: Nine cards 9" x 12n $ free-flow pen. 
Times Fifteen minutes. 
-
Procedure I The teaoher wrote with her pen a large 1 on the first 
card,. 2 on the second, and so on through 9. A group of nine children 
were chosen at random to take part in this a.oti vi ty while the rest of 
the class was assigned seatwork. A oirole was formed ke~ing the num-
bars in consecutive order. The teacher called out a number. For 
example, the number ,3. The chlld holding ,3 ·went to the middle of the 
circle. The teacher said, nwe have ,3. Wllo Will help to make 10?" 
The child holding 7 stepped to the middle. The gl"Oup then said, 
11Tbree and seven al'e ten •. u The following numbers and sums were pre-
sentedt 
h 6 2 5 1 .3 7 8 4 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
'B' 9 10 1 1 7 9 9 b 
5 7 2 8 3 l 3 5 1 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
9 '8' 6 10 10 10 0 'B' 0 
1 4 4 9 3 6 5 2 6 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
9 10 9 10' 'B' '8" 10 9 7 
7 2 4 6 2 5 1 3 2 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
1o 7 7 10 'B' 6 '8" 9 S" 
ill 
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Ev'al:uationc The children caught on very well to the idea of bringing 
two numbers together to ar:ri ve at the sum. The success of the game 
was dependent on each youngster taking e.n aeti ve part. 
Grpup of eigb.t 
~· To provide additional teaohiDg in telling time ... q\lfU"ter 
past and quarter of the hour. 
Materialst Cardboard clock with movable hands. 
T:iiaet Fifteen to twenty minutes. 
Procedure: The teacher chose a child who could tell time very well to 
take a group of eight children who could not tell time very well. The 
pupil ... tea.cher :reviewed quiekly telling the hour and half past the hour,. 
She then taught them to count by fives, beginning wi. th the number 12 
on the face of the cloak. Eaeh child had the opportunity to move the 
hands on the olock as he c)otmted by fives. She then explained that 
fifteen minutes past the hour was the same as quarter past, and that 
fifteen minutes before the hour was the same as quBrter of,. Each child 
had the opportunity to illustrate this concept also. 
Evaluation1 out of a group of eight children,. six learned how to tell 
quarter past and quarter of the hour. The group seemed to enjoy work-
ing with the pupil teacher and were eager to show the classroom teacher 
what they had learned. 
I• 
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Group of five 
Aim: To enable children to find pages in books quickly and 
-
Materials• Number chart on wall~ individual number charta, questions 
for leader to ask the group,- list of pages to be found in reading 
books, reading books, Fin~ New Neighbors. 
~· i'wenty minutes .. 
Procedure: The teacher assigned a leader, who could find pages in 
books, to the group o£ five children who needed help in finding pages, 
The leader worked tr1i th the obildi'en at the wall number cha:rto He had 
each child count by tens pointing to the numbers as he said them. He 
then had the members of the group answer the following questions# 
What ten eomes after 10? 
What ten eomes after 30? before ;30? 
What ten comes after 60? be.fot"e 60? 
What ten comes ai'ter 80? before 80? 
What ten comes after 20? before 20? 
What ten comes after 40? before 40? 
What ~n comes after 90? before 90? 
'What ten comes after $0? before SO? 
What ten comes aftex- 70? before 70? 
The chil<. en returned to their desks to study .from the 
individual number oht tse The leader asked the following questionsa 
i 
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'What number comes after 9? before 91 
What number comes aftet' 2? before 2? 
'What number comes after 7? before 7? 
What mmibe:r eomes after 11? before 11? 
What number oomes after 3$? before 15? 
What number comes after 17? before 17? 
'lhis drill was continued with numbers up to fifty using 
the questions on the question sheet., The leader then asked the chiJ.• 
dren to find the .following page~ in their reading books,. Finding New 
Neighborss 16, 14$ 28-f 3:3~ 45; 9~: 19. 
Evaluation: The children found the pages in the boc>k quickly and 
accurately. 
This same practice would be given for numbers Sl - 100 at 
another lesson. 
guestions for Leader 
Wall chart work 
- -
'What ten comes after 10? 
What ten comes after .30? before .'30? 
What ten comes after 6o? before 60? 
What ten comes after 80? be.fore 80? 
What ten comes af'te:r 20? before 20? 
What ten comes after 40? be£ore 40? 
What ten comes after 90? before 90? 
What ten comes after 50? before 50? 
What ten comes after 70? before 70? 
II ~ 
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.Que.........,s .... ti-..o .... n-...s !2£ Leader - Con~inued 
Individual number ....,ch .... e.r;.;;;..;;..t ~ 
What number comes after 9? before 9? 
What number eom s e..f'ter 2? before 2? 
What number comes after 7? before 7? 
Wha. t number comes after 1l? before ll? 
What number comes after 15? before 15? 
What number comes after 17? before 17? 
'What number comes after 21? before 21? 
tfuat number eomes after 25? before 251 
What number comes after 27? before 27? 
What number comes $£tar 29? before 29? 
What number comes after 32? before 32? 
What number comes after 34? before 34? 
What number comes after )8? before .38? 
What number comes after .31? before 31? 
vlhat number comes after 42? before 42? 
'What number comes after 48? before 48? 
What number comes after 43? before 43? 
'What number comes after 45? before 45? 
Reading books, Findi:qg ~ Neishbors 
Find pages 16, 14, 28, .33~ 45, 9, 19. 
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Group o£ five 
Aim: To give added practice 'to known combinations by working 
-
together in groups of ti ve .. 
Materialst Imm.a. Whiz No. 2218. 
Ten minutes., 
Procedure: While the teacher was workillg with individual students, 
groups of five assembled to work together. 'i'here were four pupils and 
a pupil-teacher • The directions for using Imma Whim sret 
"There are 24 playing cards and 18 answer cards to this 
game. From 2 to 24 people may play the game at one time. There 
are no duplicate cal:'ds and no duplicate combinations or answers~ 
One player ma.y play two or more cards. or two persons may play 
one card. 
Each player selects a card upon which are 6 problems in 
add:i:tion and 6 problems in subtraction. One person is selected 
to call the answer cards.. As the answers are called, the players 
cover the problems on their cards that have those answers. For 
example,< let us call "6". Each player places a marker on any 
problem. on his card that would have tt6n for its answer - and so 
on for each answer called., The first player to fill a row across 
or up and down his card calls "Imma Whiz" and then reeds back the 
problems and the answers to prove that he is :right. If he is 
correct, he is the winner. Or., he mey- be credited w.i. th a point 
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and a oertain number of points, such as 10, may be called game. 
When playing tor a full card there is only one winner. n 
Evaluationt Children love it and did not tire of it. It was an ideal 
game for competitive drills among small groups. It helped the slow 
learners by giving them an incentive to learn their combinations 
quickly and accurately. 
Variations: This game ma;r be used with smaller groups as wall as two 
large groups competing over a period of time. It may also be used 
'With groups of two• s and three's. This game may be adapted to multi-
plication and division combinations. 
Group o£ three 
Aim: To teach the meaning o£ families of tens to three groups 
of three Children eaoh. 
Materials1 Number sticks, bottle caps •. 
Timet Twelve minutes. 
-
Procedures After the teacher bad given :many blackboard demonstrations 
of the borrowing process nine children were still unsuccessful in their 
attempts. The teacher divided these pupils into three groups of three 
and assigned a leader1 who understood .the process, to each, group. Eaoh 
group used concrete materials assembled into groups of ten. The pupil-
r 
2$ 
I 
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I' 
teachers told number stories by breaking apart the group of tens and 
replacing them into new combinations. The pupils took turns doing 
similar examples and within twelve minutes the children had mastered 
the process. Such examples were worked out: 
78 
-29 
-
41 
-19 
-
102 
-87 
Evaluationl A very suceessful lesson was given. The children under• 
stand the meaning of families. 
Groups o£ two 
A.im1 To provide practice on the easier and harder addition and 
-
subtraction facts. 
Ma.teria.lst Envelopes 611 x 411 , oak tag, eolored construction paper, 
India ink, pen, stapler, crayons. 
'l'ime: Ten. minutes., 
Procedure: Five sheets of different colored constr110tion paper were 
cut into l ... l/2" x 2" squares and the oak tag was cut into l-1/4" x 
1-1/2" squares. Five numbers, representing sums and remainders, were 
written With India ink on the oak tag and stapled to the five colored 
squares. Forty i'aets, selected from the 72 easier and harder addition 
and subtraction faots, were written on the oak tag squares and a 
colored circle was drawn with the same colored crayon as in the answer 
on the back of the fact.. All the facts were placed in the envelope, 
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no two envelopes having identically the same facts, although some facts 
were repeated. 
Any 2 ohilcb:>en, who finished their written practice~ got 
2 envelopese Each child worked with his ow.n envelope, tlll'lling over the 
facts to the number side.. The facts were set next to the correct sum 
or remainder. When the h.O facts were completed, the two children ex-
changed seats and cheeked one anotherfs work by turning over the facts 
and matching the colored circles to the sum or remainder. The winner 
was the pupil with the fewest incorrect responses. 
A sample of the contents of one of ten envelopes is as 
follows~ 
"" l4 
-8 
... 2 
!1. 
r-· L~J- 10 
"· ... ·.~·· ....... 
-6 
til .... 9 ' 
.:!1 
-l!J 5 ' +8 
l.l 1 
:1 !2. 
4 lO 
+5 -l 
- -
2 9 
+2 ::2. 
5 3 
+7 !2. 
-
7 4 
+6 +9 
-
l2 
-6 
8 
+l 
-
1.3 
.::2. 
4 
+8 
6 
!1. 
) 10 
+3 -4 
- -
12 17 
... 3 
-
... a 
l1 7 
-7 =l 
-
14 7 
... 6 :!:2 
8 9 
~ :ili. 
9 
=1 
5 
.ti! 
6 
-2 
6 
+6 
15 
-9 
-
15 
-6 
-
12 
... a 
8 
+4 
-
8 
-2 
-
.3 
+6 
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who after several contacts with the carrying process were still not 
capable of doing the workb Each one of these top students was told · 
. to work vi th one of these other students at the board .9nd in any ~ 
that they wgre capable!! to try and teach these people how to carry~ 
At the end of the ten minute period these children from the bottom 
group went to their seats and did 10 examples from the board. 
Evaluation: The -children who were teachers did a fine job. On re-
tun:ting to their seats and doing the ten examples the ohildl"en whose 
previous wor.k had been ten wrong out of ten now received 1001 with the 
exception of three people who reeei ved l wrong out of the ten examples. 
Variation• This procedure may be used in teaching the slow learner 
any of the ar1 tbmetie processes. It provides individual instruction 
and gives review for the rapid learner. 
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Whole class 
~~ To make potato puppets .. 
Materials# Cloth (about 811 x .5"), potato, scissors, 8 tacks .. yarn 
(about 24" long), l2 common pins. 
Time: 
-
Twenty-five minutes. 
Procedures Each child was given the materie.l.a he needed.. The teacher 
asked. him to make a bole in the potato with scissors Q , the hole 
large enough so that his finger would £it in the hole. Tacks were put 
in the potato for the face - one tack for each e,ye and the nose. The 
remaining tacks were used for the mouth.. Ysrn was cut in small pieces 
and pinned on to the top of the potato for hair. Cloth was pinned 
around the bottom of the potato. Some children made a hat out o£ 
paper. 
Evaluationt Every child made a potato puppet, and they seemed to enjoy 
this art lesson. 
Whole class 
Aim• To make Christmas deco~ations. 
-
Materialsa Old Christmas cards~ construction paper, a wreath pattern, 
scissors and paste. 
Timet One half hour period plus spare time work. 
I II n 
..... 
Procedure: The children were given some old Christmas cal"ds from which 
they cut small ps:rts of pictures such as a lamb from a scene showing 
the Shepherds and their sheep. In the meantime, the pattern (made by 
drawing a circle within -a: -circle -on. a 9"., x 12" paper, the outer circle 
9n in diameter1 +Jl.e inner 5" in diameter; the center was out out of 
the smaller circle and the outside of the lwge:r circle was cut away) 
was passed around so that each child could draw the double circle 
(wreath) on his piece of red or green 9" x 12" construction paper. 
Ai'tat" the wreath was out out, each child pasted pictures around his 
rn:'eath. All pictures were to fBlle in the same direotionJ i.e. all 
candles must be upright when the wreath was hung in the correct posi-
tion. 
Evaluation: An attractive Christmas wall decoration which could later 
be used at home was completed by each pupil. 
Variations: Any size wreath could be used. A larger si~e might prove 
even more, satisfactory. The wreaths might also be decorated on both 
sides for window decorations. 
• 
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Group of six 
Ainu 
-
To make a mural illustrat-ing the unit being read in the 
reading texto 
Ha.terials: Text,. ~.!~Going ,... unit on Norway& All colors con• 
struction paper, pencils., scissors, paste, staples, staplers1 bulletin 
board. 
'fimec 
-
Initial time, About te.p. minutes. .A.fter that,. any .free 
time the child had after assigned work was completed. 
Procedure; The s~estion came from the reading group to make a 
bulletin hoard to illustrate their readirJg" Since there are two groups 
2!eading this book,. the fi:rst group asked the second group to join the 
p:roject.,. First the group decided what scene they vented to illustrate. 
It was decided what elements made up the scene,. e.g.t cattle, goats, 
trees, the family,. cabins, background. The children signed up for 
committees • whoever wanted to make trees1 signed up for that c~mmittee, 
etc. The teacher made the background. fhe materials were put in an 
easily reached place. The oblldren were then free to do work on their 
project 'Whenever their regularly assigned work was completed. The 
children were given no instl'Uctions. and w~e left to their own devices, 
with pict'Ul'es .from the book to help • 
Evaluation: The project was a suocess. The children enjoyed particu-
larly placing their completed object on the background. The resulting 
m.u:t'a.l was attractive and received flattering col'lllllents from the art 
ji 
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supervisor. The project also stimulated the two slower groups to do 
a similar project, and fired the whole class in interest in their 
reading. 
Groups of six 
Aim I To make individual Christmas trees .. 
-
Material at 12" x 1au construction paper ... B:D.Y color, staplers, 
st.aples, rulet-s~ pencils, and scissors. 
Time: Two tb.irty ... minute periods. 
-
Procedure: The first day six of the ablest children were taught how 
to make the trees.. They were to be pupil ... tea.chers and help the others .. 
The following directions were taken from The Instructor Msazine, 
December 1956t 
"Use three sheets of 12" x. 18" construction paper of any 
color,. Fold them in half togetherp the J.ong way.. With the told in 
your left hand, measure l-l/2" up from the bottom, on the right side .. 
Now measure the top edge l•l/2 11 from the fold. Connect these two points 
With a ruled line. 
Out o:n this line through the set of sheets. Out horizontal 
slashes from the slanted edge to within 1/2" of the fold., Leave about 
lfl between slashes~ lesseniJlg at top. (Here, the teacher had them draw 
a light line 1/2" from the fold-top to bottom so they would be sure not 
to eut any closer to the fold .. · Al.so,. they measured the inches by making 
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dots along the cut edge so they would have more uniform spacing.) 
Open· folded shee'bs. Begi:nnittg at the top edge1 staple 
along the center fold.. Form three circles for the base by overlapping 
' . 
and stapling, trro by two, the siX l .... l/2" strips at the bottom of the 
tree .. 
Next, overlap tips of two bottom strips of first sheet~ 
and pin or staple together (see diagram). Fasten a second and a third 
sheet strip together for each o£ two other branches. Tu..."'ll tree over 
and make seeond row of branches in al.. ternate positions. Continue to 
top of tree. Decorate with sequins.t "snown, or small paper ornaments." 
The ~est o£ the class wer~ working on assigned seatwork. 
Follow Up: The second day, when the :rest o£ the twenty-four children 
started to make their trees, they moved their desks into groups of four 
and each of the six pupil ... teachers worked with one group. 
Evaluation: The teacher will be able to help the children more satis-
factorily by previously making one herselfJ the directions seem much 
clearer. 
By having these pupU-teachers helping, it was possible 
to watch the children closely enough to make S"..tre they all remembered 
to alternate the posi tiona as each row was completed. The trees were 
decorated at another time. The,v were very effective and the children 
were proud of their sucoess. 
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Gropps of five 
II~· I play. 
To make scenery for the Assenbly Hall for the Christmas 
(Painted sky, sheep, and angel wings.) 
It, l·lateri{~s.:. 
•• \ "!-. J~~~~t\~.~ 
Paint (white, dark blue, black_, red• and yellow}, scissors, 
··~ •1 ' 
chalk,- lttrge roll of brown wrapping paper, brushes, old. newspaper, and 
:' 
fi' 
heavy oartoard. 
~ 
!:!:!!!!• ~ First class period 25 minutes ~. one week lata- .cme 
perio'fii!i~tea long anti sp....., t.tme, 
Proceduret 'l'he class was divided at random into five groups of fi"!'e 
each, with one being seven, 
Group l measured the auditorium and got the paper. 
Group 2 painted the sky on the paper provided by group 1. 
Group .3 cut out ten sets of angel wings from cardboard. 
Group 4 painted the angel wings pastel shades. 
G:roup S drew _and painted fifteen sheep. 
Each group mixed. their own paint. 
1 Eval.uation: The scenery was effective and added to the Christmas play. 
I 
tl 
Every chUd contributed to the class project as a member of' a small 
working group. The children worked well in the groups assigned at 
random. 
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Aim: To nulk cl sa mural using th n t1 T1 ty seen a th 
subj ct. 
M t rials: Sh t of oak tog 36" x 24", Vhi.te drawing p r 9" x 12", 
sci sor a, cr~ons, color d cholk, p s • 
Ti : Thirty minut • 
nul. th childr dr the anicals nnd people on white 
p per, th ch r dr w the aeon ry with colored chalk on oak t • On 
the bo 1 numb 1ng h . ven group 
ot tiv children picked t rando • ch group r sponsible 
tor on ot the nUI'lb r d subjects. Th figures cut out, th children 
picked th b at drawings end pasted them on the oak t • t'h followinB 
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1 ~"~~~:ey Sheep Came-ls I 
J .Evaluation: 'fhe class mural was successfully completed and effective. 1
1 II !)1 
I' It served to bind the class under:;a single cul.minating activity. The 'I 
I 
I, 
task accomplished, a feeling of success was met by all. i! 
I II 
l
j Variation: The same procedure may be followed in m.aking a January 1.·.;1~·~~ skating scene. The teacher draws the background whUe the children 
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Grows. of :four 
Aim: To give. the. class a new art experience and to stimul.ate 
-
the creativity within the child. 
Materials: Colored constrtlction psper,~ magazines, scissors, and paste .. , 
· Time= Thirty to forty minutes., 
-
Procedure# The class was divided :tnto groups of four,. and one magazine 
was distl"ibuted to each group. The pupils looked through the magazines 
together and f'ound interesting shapes and colors. They found such 
things as pinapple rings" tangerine slices, automobiles, boxes, cans, 
ete. 
After discussing the shapes and colors the cb:ildren were 
asked to think of ways to put some o£ these things together to make 
an :interesting picture. The7 came up 'Bith some of the following sug .... 
gestions: a man with a sl.ice of pineapple£~ a heact, a wagon with 
tangerine slices for wheels, a train with a long tin can for a body, 
etc. 
The children then out out the things they planned to use., 
t:n"ranged them on. the 9u x 12° construction paper and pasted them. Some 
added finishing touches with crayons. 
Evaluationt '1.'he children enjoyed this l.esson end enjoyed working in 
groups. They helped each other find interesting shapes and ideas and 
every picture tt'l'!led out quite di££erent. There was only one boy in 
the class who was not stimulated by this lesson. 
I' 
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Groups of two 
~= To make the necessary props and accessories for our Christ-
mas !"'usieal. 
Materialsa 'White drawing paper, 6" x 9n,. black crayons,. scissors, 
white drawing papers 12" x l8tt, clothing bags, staples and staplers, 
safety pins, silver glitter, jar of glue~ rulers l/411 spaoed1 jar of 
red tempera paint, water cups, brushes. 
ftm.ea Two .forty..,five minute periods. 
-
Procedure: Both third grades were assembled in one classroom with 
movable i'urni tu:re. The classes were divided. into groups of two exoept 
for six who were out pre.oticing their part with their puppets with the 
other teacher. Children had previously been grouped according to their 
chosen parts in the Cbrl.s1ima.s Musical.. There were to be 10 dancing 
fairies. 10 elves, 6 tald.ng part in a puppet show, and 21 as pa:rt of 
the chorus group with three general helpers& Total 50 childrenJ 44 
present in one room at one time. 
The teacher gathered the children by. their various groups 
by designati.rJg the part of the :room each section was to work in. The 
fairies were assigned the southern section of the room, the elves the 
northern, end the chorus group were to seat themselves in the center. 
Each group was given :f. ts directions.. !he fairies were given their 
directions. Each girl chose at her own discretion the girl she wished 
to work wi tb, but surprisingly enough the teacher observed that the 
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girls seemed to choose one another automatically-, not according to 
intelligence, but by friendship. The teacher then showed them how to 
hold up their paper and out into it points as semblance o:r wings. In 
the eenter each girl was to cut from the left ... over pieces a piece that 
would measure 3n x 5n to be stapled on to the wings to keep them apart. 
Directions were al$o given so that children would know how to sprinkle 
glitter on the w.:l.ngs in various patterns. Each pair used their helper 
as a partuer and so deVised the following wings t 
Is+ step 
The teacher now moved to the other corner where ten elves 
were waiting shaking out the cleanitlg bags b'om wrinkles. Children 
making up this group also were to li'O%'k in pairs. Children were told 
to pick their partners. Children looked at one another., but this group 
was made up of 4 boys and 6 girls. Three boys the teacher did not know 
very well refused to choose someone to work with so the teacher put two 
boys together and pimced the one who seemed to want to talk a lot to 
work With a quiet little girl.. The girls readily chose one another 
Without thjnldng and debating over it.. The elves were given directions 
as to the measurements to be taken on one another t s partner as to the 
future cutting for the neok and armholes and decorating it with cra;rons .. 
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Children also Sllggested cutting V' s at the bottom to imitate a lepra ... 
ohaun• s outfit. This group :now went to work on their outfits. 
The :remaining children had taken the seats which had 
previously been arranged for theme The desks· had been placed by groups 
of three's. This group of children is made up or boys except for four 
girls. There were eight groups of youngsters of which only two groups 
were made up of two girls and a boy. Each child had 4 or more sheets 
of 6" x 9" paper and a black crayon. The teacher gave the directions 
as to the trimming of the edges to be outlined in black so as to 1mi tate 
a block of ice. Each chUd was to outline as many as he eo'llld and place 
them in one pile which was later to be picked up by other children 
assigned to the task. 
By this time only ten minutes were left for these children 
to work.. The teacher took a quick tour around. to the other two groups 
to see bow the work had been prog:ressing and to see 1£ any questions 
bad arisen. After this,. the teacher gave directions as to the pick-up 
activities and dismissal of the groups. 
Evaluationt This was a large group to organize and work with. The 
' fairies and elves did not have time to complete their projects, while 
tbe chorus group of children finished in surprisingly short time. The 
fairies got their wings cut and assembled. The elves had their bags 
cut, £i tted, and color had just begun to appear when time was called. 
Another period had to be provided £or both groups to finish the pro ... 
jeots begun., flext day the fairies finished their wings by applying 
glue and glltter. Then the wings were left to dry on the fiat surface 
Jl 
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of the desks and tables, 
The elves met !or 20 minutes at one ti.me to com,plete -one 
• 
side of their bags and another fifteen minutes were allowed_lo compl~te I . 
the- other side. The floor had been covered with newsprint .ets; each 
thUd was to take his own clothes bag and find himself a colvenient spot I . . 
so as to have enwgh "N'f>l'kiDg commodi 1\v and stUl not inconvi~A~ee his 
~ .. ~\,11( ... ·--~:.;.' ...... 
neighboro Results were satisfactory. 
W~s1 If a teacher works with children whom he does not know 
too ~,~fe should provide· some othexo type of art work to give to those 
~ho f~ ahead of the designated time. . 
· ~ Another important aspect of such a lesson is to keep both 
·groups who are working on noisy projects in opposite corners so that 
.t. 
the noise ma;r be uniform and not seem to be coming all from one section 
of the room.. Al tho~h the class was noisy it was a comfortable unison 
talkJ not a sot"eeching afi'air, 
Another variatio:a that may be used is to work w.i th isolated 
groups at different times while the rest are working on assigned seat-
work rather than have all the children doing something in art at the 
same d9~:J.gt'lated time. Much less noise is involved, and only one group 
is working mat1"l1ally at one ti.me. Itt appearanae with only one group 
working at one time there ten<ds to be a qtrl.eter atmosphere if you like 
it that way and if your groups are not accustomed to working togethe~ ~~ 
One· thing that should be kept in mind when ha:adling a 
large group is to give the directions fast which take less time to 
explain,. yet wl'dch will require quite a whUe to work out; 'bhus 
alleviating some impatient waiting on the part of the youngsters. 
Groups of two 
I 
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To cut. simple winter objects and to silhouette them with 
spattered pa.illt. 
Materials: Black crayons, scissors. 9n x 12" manila drawing papez.-, 
9" x 12" b~ight....aolored construction paper .. worktable, newspapers,. 
$ atomizers, 2 tweezers,; white tempera pain-h. 
Time: 
-
Thirty minutes. 
Proced.uret The newspapers were spread out on the worktable. The 
atomizers were filled With three parts 1n1hite tempera paint to one 
part water. The teacher assigned chi.ldren to work together in pairs .. 
They were picked at random.. She asked for suggestions o£ subjects they 
could make. !he following were givent snowm.an, rabbit, trees, bird ... 
house~ birds, penguins.. Each child dre'lf and cut out from manila draw-
ing paper his awn subject. At the worktable~ one child held the cutout 
on eolored construction paper while his partner sprayed the white paint 
elose to the outline o£ the subj eet in order to give a clearer cut edge 
to the silhouette.. The n snown baokgroud finished, the cutout was 
lifted w:l th tweezers and the silhouette placed on a window sill to dry., 
Evaluation: The varied. tasks o£ this lesson, drawing, cutting, spraying..-
we:re accomplished. The silhouettes wel'e ef.feoti ve and the chUdren 
cooperated well w.t th the~ partners., 
Varia.tiont A r:;imila.:r lesson could be developed using the Christmas 
theme.. The cutouts might be bells11 deer., Santa, angels, holly, or 
trees. 
II 
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Groups of two 
Ainu To ~e ornaments for the Christmas tree. 
-
Materials: 611 x 9" white art paper, scissors~ c;rayons1 string, 
chalkboard. 
~~ Twent.y-£1 ve minutes, 
ProeedU'I."et After assigni:ng the children to groups of two, the teacher 
, demonstrated at the chalkboard eaeh of the following steps,. In order 
to prevent errors each child carefully observed his partner as he fol-
lowed the directions step by step. 
~ !• Faper was placed in the vertical position~ It 
was folded so that corners A and B eoincid.ed with corners 0 and D, 
Paper was cut on this fold. Result was two pieces of paper equal in 
sise, 4-l/2 11 x 6tt. 
Step II.. Teacher folded each of these papers lengthwise 
--
end .fi. tted the two pieces together ou inside the other~; fold against 
fold .. 
~ .!£.• Teaohe$!" drew a. eha.l.kl:tne on Figure III at 
chalkboard to indicate the outline to be out freehand. 
Step IV.. 'l'he resulting shapes-were desigDed alike on 
....................... 
both sides using 813Y two colors .. 
Step !.• One shape was cut up to the middle on the fold 
while the other was cut down to the middle on the fold.. The tea.ohe:r 
drew lines on Figure IV to indicate this .. 
48 
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Step !!it Holes were punched as indi.cated on Figure V and 
the shapes were put together and tied with a. string l«:>ng enough so that 
the ornament could be hung on the Christmas tree,. t_.. aor___,...D . . 
} ..:--~ ~Jf-1;.~ 
~ I I 
EvaJ.ua.tion: Every child had an ornament to hang on his Christmas treeo 
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Whole class 
Aimt To teach the formation of a letter to the class. 
-
Materials: Board_, chalk, yellow lined l/2" spaced paper, peneUs1 red 
pencil. 
Timet Tera minutes. 
-
I· lj Procedure& 
I' piece or yellow l/2• lined papEil". Each child had been instructed to 
The teaeher passed out to the twenty-five youngsters a 
1 watch the teacher demonstrate the formation of the new letter. As the 
t II 
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teacher explained what made up the letter the children simply watched. 
Then the teacher asked them to count along with her the number of 
strokes that made up the letter. The children tried the same letter 
at least six times on one line on their own paper counting aloud as a 
class while the teacher went around eheeking each one's paper. One 
child was then picked to use this letter in a word that he knew. The 
word was put on the board and the children copied it on their papers 
as the teaeher again went around checking the formation of the letter. 
Finally the ohild!"en used the letter in a sentence using the letter as 
often as possible. A few children gave the class the sentence, but 
often the teacher wrote one on the board which the children simply I; 
lj copied onto their paper" 
i· 
II 
I Evaluation; By this time the teacher has a very good idea who was get-
I ting the form of the letter and who needed added help.. Generally there 
II 
II 
were eight or nine children who had mastered the letter without much 
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difficul t.r and who could be used as pupil-teachers for the follow-up 
work. 
The follow ... up aotivity included on the vary next day an 
assignment o£ children in groups. The teacher assigned three ehildren 
to each pupU ... teaoher who worked with the children in the same way as 
in the in1 tial lesson. The child who happened to be the odd one of 
the whole group, but who was a good wri te;r was given the opportunity 
to help the pupil .... teachers. He was changed every day and acted as the 
supervising teacher who helped the pupil-teacher who seemed to be in 
need of a little bit of help with a special abild. !~:'his worked satis-
factorily w:i:th this group. They all looked forward to being the su-
pervisor for the day. The others 'Who needed help enjoyed being taught 
by one of their classmates. 
One EOup of five 
Aim1 To improve the formation of the letter "s" when writing it. 
-
Materialst Paper and pencils. 
Time: 10 minutes. 
-
Procedure• The children had been taught previously how to write their 
»st s" instead of using the manuscript fo:rm. Five of the children, 
however, needed more practice .. 
The teacher chose two good wri tars to be pupil-teachers to 
help this small group while she worked with the rest of the class on 
il 
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another subject. 'fhe teacher wrote an "s" on each of the papers of 
the five children 'Who needed the help to use as a guide. They traced 
the letter first and then tried to duplicate it. The pupil.-teachers 
checked on their formation of the letters as they 'WrOte them. After a 
few minutes of practice the pupU•teachers counted the strokes with 
_them to improve the rhythm ot 'Writing. 'Fhey used these .3 counts: 
The 5 chil.dren tbemsel. ves softly joined in the cOUflting. Then they 
practiced writing the letter "s" in the word: "as"• 
Evaluation: All of the five children had well formed "stsn on their 
p~ers. Their words nasn were correctly written also. The cb:Udren 
_were very pleased with their improvement. 
Good gu:ldance.=t extra time and practice are beneficial to 
Aim: To improve writing through constructive criticism. 
-
Materials: Writing book Stone and Smally, Manuscript Basic f!,!:Mdwritl.ng 
Book III. 
Timet 
-
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Chart 
1. Letters - too small 
2. Neat 
.3. Good slant 
4. Good spacing (between 
'WOrds and letters) 
5. Good margins 
Letters that need to be practiced. 
Name-
Letters ~ too large 
Not neat 
Poor slant 
P0or spacing {between 
words and letters) 
Poor margins 
Procedu:ret The ohiJ.dren were divided into four groups- seven in 
each group. A leader was chosen for each group. Each eh:Ud had a 
writing paper that he had completed# and he was given a eopy of the 
chart. Using page 36 of the 'Wl"iting books as a guide the children 
were asked to rate each others papers by putting a cheek (t/) mark in 
the proper square. Be.fore they marked an.y aqusreJ they were to dis• 
cuss each others writing using the chart. 
Evaluation: As the teacher listened to the disc'USsion in each group, 
she thought the children rated each «lTther fairly. However~ several. 
times there was a slight disagreement between children rating the 
papers. 
To keep lower case letters and slant uniform. 
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Materials• Blue-lined yellow pape%1' 8-l/2tr x 7" $ sUhouettes cut from 
black x .... ray paper, paste, pencils. 
Timet 
-
Twenty minutes. 
' Procedure: The teacher wrote on the board four stories about four 
Americv.na ,.,hose birthdays are in February.. Each child chose the 
American he wished to write about.. Next,. Pupil A~ a good writer was 
assigned Pupil B, a poor writer. As Pupil A w.rote, Pupil B watched 
and suggested ways of improvement. Then Pupil B wrote as Pupil A 
watched and made suggestions. The stories completed,. each child chose 
the silhouette corresponding to his story and pasted it on the upper 
left corner of his paper. 
Evaluation# Good resul. ts W&J>e achieved in keeping the lower ease 
l.etters and sl.ant uniform. Only 4 out of 36 papers were poor,, the 
remainder ranging from good to very good. 
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Gropps of two 
Ainu 
-
To provide practice on the correct formation of the i'igves 
l to lOe 
Materialst Bogus psper 911 x 12", mimeographed sheet with the numbers 
1 to 10, black crayons, red crayons, pencils. 
Times Two l)•m:i.nute periods., 
-
Procedure' In the first period, the teacher directed the children to 
fol~ their bogus paper twiee lengthwise so it looked like this& 
Each ohUd wrote the numbers from 1 to 10 w1 th black crayon on the 
first crease.. The children were then grouped in pairs, a poor wx-iter 
with a good writer. .PupUs A and B took turns circling any poorly 
made figures w.i. th red wayon on one another • s paper~ Each took his 
paper with the circled figures to the board and while Pupil A prac-
ticed his poorly written figures, Pupil B gave constructive criticism. 
Each took turns practicing and suggesting ways of improvement. Both 
returned to their seats and wrote on the second crease the figures 
once again, trying to improve over the first attempt. 
In the second period• the ehildx'en worked on the mimeo-
graphed sheet with ·(;he teacher di!'ecting. Errors to avoid were pointed 
out as based on the previous dayf s lesson. 
E\l"aluation: Good :results were obtained through this pupiJ.•teacher 
evaluation in writing the numbers from l to lOo The children were 
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quick to respond to their partner's criticism.. The second line o£ 
figures on the bogus paper showed how~ throughout the class 1 improve-
ment was made. 
Variation: The teacher ma.y carry this procedure through substituting 
a phase of letter 'tvTi ting tor number writing., 
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Materials: Pencils.t psper1 and blackboard .. 
~ Twenty minutes. 
Procedure: The teacher demonstrated the joining of thew and r on the 
blackboard. Then eaeh child wrote a line of w.r and a line of the words 
eite, 'fl.rOte, wrong, writing• and written. The teacher circulated and 
picked out those children who were having ditficul ty., These children 
were allowed to· choose a pup:U-teaeher to help them. 
Since there were six cb:O.dren who needed hel.p and six 
pupil-teachers.- there were sixteen ch:U.dren left who did not need the 
additional practice in these letters. These cb:Udren ~ asked to 
write three sentences B!ld then exchange papers with a neighbor. 'l'he,-
were then told to rate each other• s papers by circling letters which 
they felt were not made correctly. 
Evaluat.ion: The pvpils who needed additional help were given it, end 
the remainder- ot the class became aware of the mistakes they were making 
in other areas of writing. In this way both groups were using their 
time beneficially. The pupils seemed to rate each other quite ade-
quately, although scme were a bit too eritical. The pupils 'Who were 
having a hard time joining the wr lemoned to do so by the end of the 
lesson. 
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Groups o£ two 
Aim: 
-
To give children practice in wri ti.ng the capital letters 
V and D so as to enable them to write Valentine's Day. 
Materie~st Pens and inkt paper, ~ting books, Writtng Lessons. 
Timet rwenty minutes. 
Prooed'l:l'ref The teacher wrote the title 11Penmansb.ip11 on the chalkboard. 
The chUdren who were assigned to groups of two "" a good -writer wJ. th a 
poor writer - observed each other as they wrote the titJ..e "Penmanship." 
The good writer always wrote first while the poor w:riter observed. 
Then the good writer observed and guided the poor writer. This same 
procedure eontinued with V 11 Val~ en,- tine., Valenidne1 D., DB\V' ~ VaJ.en-
tine• s Day, Feb. 14., 19~7, Valentine's Day is February 14. The 
children compared their woxak with the oapi tal letters in the writing 
books, ... Page 1.6 £or capital V ""' Psge 17 for capital D. 
Evaluation: Every child was able to write the capital letters V and D 
and Valentine's Day. There was ~ovement shown on every paper. The 
children enjoyed the writtng lesson and liked being guided by a better 
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Group of two 
Aim: To give children praatice in copying poetry in correct 
form. 
Materials: Paper, pens and inkJI pencils, rulers. 
Timer 
-
Thirty minutesJ> 
Procedurea A.fw assigning the class to groups of two - a good writer. 
with a poor writer .... the teacher wrote the title and the author of the 
poem on the chalkboard mile all the children observed. The good 
writers then copied this while the poor wr:tters watched. Then the 
poor wrlters wrote this mile the good writers guided them. Children 
then helped each other measure and rule t.lteir margin lines on both 
I' sides of their papa-s. The teacher wrote the .first line of the poem 
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vihile all the children watched. The good writers copied it while the 
poor 'Wl'i ters watched carefully. The poor w:ri ters then wrote their 
lil!l.es mile the good writers guided them. 'rhl.s procedure continued 
until the entire poem was copied. The teacher eirou.lated about the 
room to supervise the work and check if neeessary., 
Evalua.tiont Every child succeeded in copying the poem oorrectly and 
legibly.. Working in pairs ancl watching eaah other carefully prevented 
erroa:-s. Everybody finished about the same time. 
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Gro'll.Es of three#! four, tm> 
Aim1 To provide practice on correct l.etter formation through 
-
small group work. 
Material.s: Board,- spelling paper l/2" wide, pencils., ,allow and white 
chalk. 
Timea Twenty minutes. 
-
Procedures 'l'here were twent)l'!"'f'ive children in this group. The teacher 
had previously checked each chil.d' s knowledge o£ each l.etter of the 
alphabet by giving spelllng words using the twent.y-six sma1.l ease le'tP-
ters of the al.phabet and by dictating a list of capitalized words. The 
words were based on their spelling words and daily activity words. The 
following are sampl.es of the dictated tests= 
Small letter case words 
new 
queen 
lazy 
work 
book 
pet 
chase 
have 
fotmd 
kitten 
fly 
loaf 
often 
eat 
wind 
trim 
jam 
veey 
yesterday. 
tomorrow 
box 
sound 
Upper. esse 't'J'O:rds 
Indian 
July 
Spelling 
Arithmetic 
Language 
Yesterday 
Write 
Kay 
Zeke 
Baby 
The 
Here 
Go 
My 
Do 
Very 
Rest 
Now 
Can 
Every 
Father 
Our 
Queen 
Penny 
Uncle 
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The teacller had from the above tests very good samples of what was 
necessary to be taught. But from daily vmrk ten chil.dren still got 
a flv" and a 'tu" mixed,. an ''n" with an rmu, a npn and a lib" as well as 
a "b •• and an "l n at the beginning of' words. 
The following groups were formed to accomodate those VJb.o 
were having difficul.ty with differences with the lower case letters. 
One group ot three children with a pup:U•teacher was to work on 1'v" 
and "u"• Four ch:Udren vr.ltl:i a pupi:J.r.4eacher were to work on the letter 
"n n and "zn "• A pair were to work on "p" and 1'b ,, letters., and two others 
with a pup:U•teacher were to work out the d:if'ference between "1 n and 
"b"• Their desks were moved close to their designated spot at the board. 
Each group was given a section ot the board to practice on. From the 
board the students were then instrueted to tey the same dictated words 
on their own papers.. 'l'he teachers used their 01m spelling books to 
find words using the letter which their pupils had difficulty in :recog- II I 
nizing. If' the cb:iJ.d could not spell the dictated word the pupil-teacher / II 
1
1
,,
1 would hel.p him spell it. Then after the chiJ.d had practiced on the board 
the words we:re erased and r&!odictated on their own paper. The pupil-
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teacher taught his lesson the best way he could to emphasize the differ-
ence of the letters causing the difficulty of the assigned group., As 
the pupU ..... teaeher gave one word be quickly looked cryer the studied 
pages for the next 'WOrd to be given. Each gave six words end then the 
board was erased and the same words vmre gi:ven on paper. Later in the 
day the same groups assembled for about three minutes and each pupU.. 
teacher gave his pupil four dictated words on bis paper. 
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Eval.uation: The class did 'MUl. in the formation of letters. The re-
sults were corrected by the teacher and it was found that only one 
girl st:ill. w:rote the 'WOrd "found" wi tb a Uv'1 and gave the excuse that 
the penoU bad slipped. 
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Group. of eleven 
Ainu 
-
To review the seven basic food groups through a play. 
Materialss Copy of play,. Seven Doorways~ Health.. Seven posters 
representing seven basi~ food groups. 
Timet 
-
Fifteen to twenty minutes. 
Prooeduret Seven Gb.Ud!'en wexoe selected by the teacb,e:r to represent 
the Seven Doerwazs ~ Heal:th. Four more children were chosen to be 
the father and mother., and a boy and girl to represent health. {See 
play on following page). 
Each child who had been selected to be a Doorway of Health 
was given a copy of the play. He was directed to read to himself the 
part assigned to himo These seven children were then divided into one 
group of three and two groups of two. They practiced reading their 
parts aloud to each other in these smaller groups. The children then 
present.ed the plq to the entire class. After the children had read 
their parts, they asked members in 'the class questions such as UWhat 
group do I re~esent? 'Why do you need to drink milk?" (The children 
had had expel"ienee 'With these health groups before. In a previous 
lesson they had drawn .foods to represent each of the seven basic food 
groups). 
Evaluation» The children x-esponded very well to the questions asked 
them by the obildren repx-esentizlg the Seven Doorways To Health. 
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SEVEN DOORWAYS TO BEAL1'H 
CHARACTERS& Seven children,. boys or girls.t to take part in the 
dialogue,. Four people# fathers mother with smsll boy 
and girl to represent Health .. 
SCENE a In the background, on raised pla.tf"orm if possible,. the 
father in work clothes6 and mother in bright house dress 
stand arm in arm. The boy and girl on either side of 
them, stal'ld erectly with heads up 1 as in National Nutrition 
Poster, u. s. Needs Us Strong. 
As the play opens the seven children representing the food groups, 
carryiag in their arms their foods or posters., take their places in 
a line across the stage with spaces between each two so that the group 
in background may be clearly seen. 
SEVEN CHILDREN IN UNISONt 
naood afternoon and greetings to you, 
Hello to all and how do you dol 
Unole Sam sent to you our troupe 
To explain the function of each food group. 
Now each of us stands :for a doorway 
Ready to tell you one more wq 
To the tine state of health you may reach 
If you eat the go0d foods that we teaoh.tt 
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SEVEN DOORWA'!iS TO HEALTH { Contt d) 
{As each cblld :recites the follow.i.ng lines he steps forward slightly 
and displays either his poster w.ith pictures o£ foods or the foods 
themselves. If posters are used there is a standard pastel color 
assigned to each group, as tollowst Group 1, greenJ Group 2, orangeJ 
Group .3, blueJ Group ~ whiteJ Group 5, spricotJ Gro'llp 6, brownJ 
Group 7, yellow. At the end of each recitation, the child should by 
some gesture show that he is a "doorway" to the Health group in the 
background.) 
CHILD REPRESENTING GROUP li 
"Vegetables yellow ani vegetables green 
Here in the very first group are seen, 
Soma raw~ some cooked, soma frozen or canned1 
Be sure to include them in the meal.s you have plsnned. 
There ere carrots and squash and good green peas, 
Corn end string beans an:l more like these. 
"'l'o folks who have little or those w.i.th wealth 
Here's an :i,.xnportant doorway to Heal th!l 11 
CHlLD REPRESENTING GROUP 2: 
"Oranges, tomatoes and grapefruit - Group Two 
Or raw cabbage and greens I presenii to you. 
For breakfast., tor dixmer and in between 
These foods should often be in the scene. 
If ytm think you eat right but yo'Ur looks belle 1t1 
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SEVEN DOORWAYS TO HEALTH (Conttd) 
CHILD REPRESENTING GROUP 2t (Cont'd) 
Try more of these foods in your daily diet<? 
I don• t really want to seem a bore 
But I think mine is the tastiest door." 
CHILD :REPRESENTING GROUP .3• 
"Potatoes and other vegetables end fruit 
Are the Group Three share of this worldly :loot. 
I include e. lot of things on my list 
From the lowly 0 spudtt to prunes, sunkist. 
Bananas when they're in the store 
Plums, pears, peaches and m~ more. 
Some cooked, some .f'ro~en, canned or dried1 
In my rule for Health I take great pride. n 
CHILD REPRESENTING GROUP 4: 
"With Group Four I feel as fine as silk 
For I just had my glass o£ m:Uk. 
To buUd bones and teeth and energy plus 
There's little mille wonJ t do for us. 
And, if you can1 t get it straight from the cow, 
There are other ways to bll\1 it just now. 
Evaporated, dried or made into cheese, 
A fine way to Health I claim for these. n 
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SEVEN DOORWAYS TO HEALTH (Oont1d) 
CHILD REPRESEN!riNG GROUP St 
11Group Five w:i. tb. meat,. poultry~ £i.sh and eggs -
Your attention and time not too humbly begs, 
Tho t quite a problem throughout the nation 
Because of a little word called ration. 
If you can't get beef and the hens won 1 t lay, 
Tr,y dried beans or peas an occasional day. 
So to gain good Health just juggle your points 
And make some fine soups from the meatiest joints. 11 
CHILD REPRESENTING GROUP· 6, 
"Group Six means Cereals, Flour and Bread ... 
Our Staff of Life, 'tis often said. 
Natval, whole grain Mal tex suits me ... 
But others enriched C1l!' restored may be. 
Read the label on box or bag 
Be keen as a fox, in your work don't lag. 
Wi.th a breakfast fine start every day -
If to Good Health you'd find the wey-. 11 
CHILD REFRESENTING GROUP 1 t 
11Some say I113" group is Number Seven 
In Wartime it seems quite close to Heaven. 
To have on ley' bread rich golden butter 
Makes 11IY' heart go all a-flutter. 
Margarine, too, is a friend I Will say 
ll 
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SEVEN DOORWAYS TO HEALTH (Conttd) 
CHILD REPRESENTING GROUP ,7:, (Conttd) 
And good for me, also, w.i.th Vitamin A~ 
So you may seek Health by this way or that --
But I'll oil my way with this priceless fat.n 
(The ~bildren representing the Seven Groups separate to allow the 
Family Group repl"esenting Health to walk forward to the front of the 
stage.) 
As they separate they say i:n unisonll 
nso select right foods .from day to day -
If to Good Health yourd .find the we:y. 
Winning the war did not take us long, 
For we followed the slogan nu.s. needs us strongo" 
The play m8:3" close in this way or with the cast snd audience singing 
God Bless America. 
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proup o£ five 
AiJtU To teach the class the importance of brushing and caring 
-
for teeth. 
Materials• Blackboard, pictures$. crayons, drawing paper. 
fime: 
-
30 minutes. 
Procedure• The teacher showed a picture of a boy brushing his teeth, 
and then asked how m.any- children brushed their teeth. This led to a 
discussion of why and how to brush your teeth. The following were the 
questions taken from the discussiont 
1. Why do we have to brush our teeth? 
2.. How do we brush our teeth? 
,;. Why do we have to go to the dentist? 
4.. Why is candy bad for us to eat? 
$. What is a cavi i;y? 
Tb.e class was then divided into five groups to discuss one o£ these 
questions,. to ~aw a picture of their answer to the question and. to 
write a sentence or two explaimng the picture. This was then pre-
sented to the entire class. 
Evaluation• When the teacher asked the same questions the next day, 
every child, with the exception o£ two. could give an adequate answer 
to all the questions. Several :reports from the mothers and children 
indicated that they were trying to take good care o£ their teeth. 
II 
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Gro'!'P of five 
:!:!!= To teach the value of types of food. 
Materials• ~ ..!:!! ~ Family, magazines, and pictut'es. 
Time: 
-
SiXty m:i.nutes. 
Procedure• After having read from our health book about tl7Pes of foods 
which were good to eat and what they were good for~ the teacher assigned 
five different groups consisting of five children each to work on the 
following project. All groups were to find pictures of all foods good 
to eat. The larger pictures 'tfere to be placed on a bulletin board while 
the smaller ones were to be pasted in a health book under various titles. 
All groups were to look for the pictures to help one another out. Group 
l was assigned to :find foods which would help build good bones and teeth. 
Group 2 was to look for foods which build stl'ong muscles, Group .3 had 
to find :foods which help us to grow and keep well. Group 4 was to find 
all. other good foods which 'Were not absolutely necessary for our health 
but would be helpful to our keeping good health. The fifth group was 
in charge of supervising the work, outting, pasting, and bulletin board 
management. All this work was done over a period of time, about ten 
minutes a day children got together or worked on their owns organi~ing 
their pictures. 
Evsl.uatiom Children liked the project end now when someone mentions a 
food many answer in the positive what it produces for us. There has 
been much carry over and many more now comment on good i'ood eaten at 
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h.Jme as well as in the cef'eteria. 
Gro'SPs o£ two 
Ainu To show children the importance of a well•bal.anced breakfas 
-
Vaterials: !!!Z. S!2J?s 3:2. Health by Laidlaw Bros., old magazines, 
9n x 12° colored ccmstruction paper, scissors, paste. 
Procedures Ten minutes were spent in class discussion through teacher 
questioning. 'l'he cbildren volunteered answers to the following 
questions: How many or you had breakfast this morning? What did ~u 
have to eat? Why is it so important to have breakfast every morning? 
'What do we mean by a well-balanced blteakfest? Next., portions relating 
to the subject of' breakfast on pages l8it 191 441 and h8 of Easz Ste;es 
to HeaJ.th were read orally by several ch:ll.dren, In the rema:tn,ng fi.f• 
-
teen minutes, the children were pa:b'ed off'. 'lwo children sitting near 
each other e:-e partnel's• Using the old magazines, each group of' two 
children were reSI>onsible for finding the foods that constitute a good 
breakfast_, cutting the pictures, and pasting them onto a sheet of cf>oo> 
lored construction papera 
Evaluation: 'l'b:rough class discussion, the cbilt:lren became fully aware 
of the :importance of eating a well.-bal.anced breakfast. t.rheir illustra-
tions showed they understood the foods that constitute a whel.esome 
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ii bresl!fast: juice• cezoea\1 egg. toast, and milk· ___ j __ "_ 
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Groups' of two 
Aim: To classify pict-ures of food aooorditg to their member-
ship in the Food Family. 
J!aterialss Old magazines• scissors; paste~ paper for mounting pictures-. 
Procedure: After a study about the siX members -;)f the Food Fam:Uy 
(Fats, Carbohydrates, Proteins, Vitamins• Minerals, and Water), the 
class bro'llght in some old magazines. They were going to f'i_nd pictures 
of food representing the members of the Food FamilY to use for posters. 
The children worked in pairs with one magazine for the two 
o£ them. They had four papers to be used for mounting their pictures. 
One would be tor the Carbohydrate Family 1 another for the Protein 
Family_, the third for the Fat Family 8 and the fourth paper would re• 
present foods for the three remaining families - Vitemins1 Minerals, 
and Water. 
The chlldren were told to select the best pictures repre-
senting each member of a food family. After they had skinnned thrcrugh 
the magasine they decided which pictures would be cut out and to whiah 
family each food picture belonged., They could cut out no more than 
they had room to mount. Af'ter they had out them out, they pasted them 
on the correct Food F.mnily :paper. 'When all four papers were finished 
from the class, the class judged which ones should be hung up. They 
\ 
looked fm: neatness and those that had the best food pictures repre-
senting each Food Fam.i.l.y .. 
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Evaluation: The results were so good that it was difficult to select 
only a few posters to hang. since space for displaying them was lim:i ted. 
Most of the children were vm:y eo ... opl?l'a.ti ve with. one another. 
They learned to share clast:l materials and information m:re generously. 
They showed good judgment in selecting their pictures of 
the foods. 
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sentence tells a com lete thoug + 
Here are sentences that use 
words that tell when and where 
t 
L. 
tHelve 
Aimz To provide further practice in developing sentences . 
MatE:lrialss Three cherts 2211 x 2811 with envelope pockets, tUineographed 
follow- up sheet, India ink, 9-1/211 x 1-1/211 oak t • 
Time t Five 30- rrl.nu te periods. 
Procodur In the first period, the teacher explained how to use the 
thre chm'ts and the role of the pupil-teacher. The following three 
per iods were spent in small gr oup pr actice, and in the last period, the 
chila:ren hac a wi tton follow-up . Tho children had had previous 
pr ctic o in the three are at Complete thoughts, asking and telling 
entonce , and when end Whero sentences . However, f'urther practice was 
needed. Th teacher assigned her class of 36 children into three groups. 
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20., The name of this picture is "Peelabanana" 
Chart 2 
I l. What is the babyt s name 
i 2. How old is Mary Ann l i 
'· 
Is Mary Aim surprised 
4. Mary Ann is one year old 
s. There is one pink o~dle on the birthday cake 
' ·~ 6o Who is watching Mary Ann blow out the candle ·~ti· 
:;. 7. 'What kind of cake is it 
8. This eake has pink frosting 
9. Mother baked the cake this morning 
10. Father lighted the candle before putting the cake 
on the table 
ll. Six ehildren were at the birthday party ... 
12. Will the baby like this kind of cake 
1;3. Is baby sitting in her high ob.air 
14. The children all sang ''Happy Birihdayu to Mary Ann 
• 15. ~·· .. Mary Arm. could hardly wait to start eating the cake 
16 .. How many children were sitting at the table 
17. Did Mary AJm. blow cut the candle on her first breath 
lB. Mary An kept saying., "Caket Cakel Birthday ,Cake 
I for me11 
I 19. The children all thanked Mary Ann for invi ti:ng them 
• 
I 
I to her birthday party 
I 20. Did the children enjoy playing their party games I 
11 
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Chart .3 I· 
! 1. Sally drinks a. glass of chocolate milk in the morning .. 
-
2. Sall:y played ball af'ter school yesterday. 
). Sally has a playhouse in her back yard.. 
4. Sally's dog fal likes to sleep under the rocking chair .. 
s. She brushes her hair in the bathroom .. 
6. Sally brushes her hair before breakfast .. 
7. I saw Sally late in the afternoon. 
8. Early Monday morning Sally got ready for sehool. 
9· On the second floor lives Sally's friend Nancy. 
10 .. In the refrigerator are four quarts of milk. 
11 u. Last :night Sally telephoned her Aunt Mary. 
I 12. Will Sally visit the dentist tomorrow? 
1.3 .. Does Sally live next door to Mr. Brmmts market? 
_, 14- Sally has four glasses· of milk every day. 
15., Sally seems to be .floating on a cloud .. 
16 .. sal.ly• s sohool is just around the eorher from her house 
17it At seven o'oloek ever,y ~ Sally starts to get dressed 
for school. 
18. Did the milkman leave five quarts of milk on the 
I 
doorstep? 
19. Sally's father comes home .from work in the evening. 
I 20-. The clean glasses are on the first shelf in the 
I cupboa:t'd. p 
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Write Yes after each Rroun of v10rds that tells a complete 
thouP~t and No after each ~roup of words thet does not tell 
a c~~plete tnought . 
1 . Where do bananas come froM d 
2 . 1irs . Smith is wearing her favorite 
J . Eating a delicious fruit 
4. Hrs . smith's Rlasses 
5. She always wears a pretty hat with flowers ~ 
Write the word tells after each telling sentence and 
osks after each question. 
1. There is one pink candle on the birthdav ca~e 
2 . How old is Uarv Ann 
J . Father lighted the candle before 
cake on the table 
4. How mA.nv ~hildren were sittln~; at the' table 
5. The children all sang :'Happy Birthday" 
to !farv Ann 
Write when after aach s~ntence thHt tells the ime 
something happened ana where after each sentence that tells 
the place it happened . 
1 . 
2 . 
3 • 
4 . 
5 . 
Sallv has R pl~vhouse in her back yard . , 
I saw Snllv late in the afternoon . 
At seven o'clock everv dav, s~llv stRrt 
net dressed for school . 
Did the ~il~qn leave five quarts of 
milk on the doorsten? 
Sallv brushes her hair before bre&kfast. 
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Evaluation: The children's understanding of the development of sen-
tenees was good as shown by the results of the follow-up# 18 • l001s, 
12 - lx# 3 - 2xg 2 ... 3x1 l ... 4x.. The children worked wall in the 
assigned groups and each ob.Ud wa.s a working member of a small group. 
The three pupU~teachere were very helpful snd. directed their groups 
efficiently. 
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Aimc To develop sld.ll :tn recognizing statements and questions ... 
-
Materials: Envel.opes containing statements and questions without 
pwctue.tion ma:rkst squares of paper, some with periods and some 'With 
questionmarks1 psper1. pens and ink or pencfls1 two to~inch squares 
of paper, period on both sides of' one and question mark on both sides 
I of other, i'or each child .. 
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Procedure a The teacher gave ·the children practice in recognizing 
statements and questions by giving sentences orally. The children 
held up the mark of punctuation (f~inch squQ"es) they believed was 
correct. The teacher could check at a. glance e:n:y errors. This pro-
cedure continued for five minutes. After assigning the chlldren to 
five groups of six children each, one of which vm.s a leader who unde~ 
stood statements and questions, the teacher directed the chil.dren to 
place their sentences from. their envelopes on their desks and place a. 
mark of punctuation at the end of each one., The leaders checked their 
groups and made any necessat>y corrections.. The sentences were then 
placed in the envelopes and the leaders selected one statement. and one 
question from each envelope for the children in their groups to copy 
and mark with punctuation. The leaders checked these papers. 
Evaluation• The. lesson proved e.f'fective in that no errors were reported 
in the copied sentences. The ch:Udren enjoyed the five-minute drill 
period especially. They gained confidence in recognizing etatements 
and questions.-
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Gro;ups of five 
Aim: fo improve written composition. 
-
Materials: Stories preViously written by the class, 
Time: Five twenty•minute periods. 
-
Proeeduret The teacher divided the class into groups of five varying 
levels of intelligence. Each day the teaoher had one of the groups 
/ 
work together. They read their stories to each other.( They were told 
to look for errors in their own story and to listen to the constructive 
criticism given by the others in the group.) They ware told to think 
of the following things as they read their story and listened to the 
otherst 
1. How can this story be improved? 
2. Is the punctuation and capitalization correct? 
). Are there any words spelled incorrectly? 
4. Is the story interesting? 
5o Did the story tell everything that happened? 
When all five stories had been heard and corrections given, 
the ohildren rewrote the stories and handed them in for the teacher' s 
approval. 
Evaluation~ The teacher found lese mistakes in these stories than in 
previous ones which were written e.nd handed in immediately far her 
approval. There were still four children,. however, who showed very 
little improvement. 
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These samples are prior to teacher eorrection. 
(Sample before group work) 
Once upon time a girl was walking down a street and a witch came out 
' -
and she tooke the girl. She WllS ll·pal"tty little girl the witch tooke 
I' -
the llttJ.e girl in her house '1ilien the witch went out o£ the bouse. A 
ghot came and then nobody was in the house and the 1i ttle girl almost 
trot away. 
(Sample after group work) 
Crashl Bangt 
Crashl Bangl Down fell the dishes. Just then mother walked into 
the ld. tehen. The ehildl"en ran but mother caught them. She was mad 
so they got spanked good and hard.. They were mad too.. Then she put 
them to bed. 
(The first sentenoe o£ this stoey was given to the class by the teacher.) 
Group of three 
Aimt To develop appreciation of the poem Jonathan Bing. 
MateriaJ.st Poem .... "Jonathan Bi.Dgtt by Beatrice Ourtis Brown. (This 
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poem will be found on the following pageo} 
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Timet twenty-five minutes~> 
-
'Procedure • The children were directed to listen carefully as the 
teacher read the poem. Specific questions ware asked about the poem 
to check comprehension. "Did you like the poem? Why? What does a. 
king do? Do we have a ldl'lg in this oouutey? Do you ever forget any• 
thing like Jonathan did? What did Jonathan do when he addressed a 
short note to the king? What does the word excuse mean?11 (A copy of 
the poem was passed to each child.) 
Questions were ask~Q regarding quotation marks and excla-
mation point so the children would lmow which parts to use expression. 
''What are the two little marks befol"e the word look called? What do 
quotation marks mean? Where do the quotation marks end in the first 
verse? What is the mark at the end of the third line? 'When is the 
exclamation point used? 
/ The children were asked to read the poem together.. Then 
the teacher divided them into three groups ... X» Y11 Z (see poem). The 
chUd:ren who had difficulty reading the words were started in Z group 
because there was very little reading., A few good readers were also 
put in this group. After the children had read the poem several times., 
the procedure was varied by having the boys and girls together as Group 
X,. the boys as Group Y, and the girls as Gi,oup Zo 
. 
Evaluation• The children said they liked the poem, md it was fun 
reading it in groupso They listened attentively while the poem was 
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read to them, and their diction, voice quality and expression ~roved 
after they had re-read the poem seva-al times and had become familiar 
with it. 
Group X 
Group Y 
Group Z 
Group X 
Group Y 
Group Z 
Group X 
Group Y 
Group Z 
Group X 
Jonathan Bing 
By Beatrice CUrtis Brown 
Poor old Jonathan Bing 
Went out in his carriage to visit the King, 
But everyone pointed and said, "Look at thatt 
Jonathan Bing has ;forgotten his batt" 
(Hetd forgotten his batt) 
Poor old Jonathan Bing 
Went home and put on a new bat for the King, 
But by the palace a soldier said» 11Hi1 
You ee.n1t see the King; youlve forgotten your tiet" 
(He'd forgotten his tiel) 
Poor old Jonathan Bing, 
He put on a beautiful tie for the King, 
But when he arrived, an. Archbishop said, 11Hol 
You oan•t come to court in pyjamas,. you knowt 11 
(He'd come in py;]amasl) 
Poor old Jonathan Bing 
Went home and addressed a short note to the Kingt 
Groups Y and Z "I£ you please will excuse me, I won1 t come to tea; 
For home• a the best plaee for all people like met n 
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Groups of three 
Aim: To develop writing group stories. 
-
Materials• Pencils, yellow sheets of l/2" lined co~osition paperJt 
picture showing an old man in a dress suit getting a pleasure out of 
throwing a. snowball at a youngster who is carrying an armload of them., 
Timer Twenty-five minutes~ 
-
Prooedurea The teacher separated her class of 2$ youngsters in 8 
groups placing one br.ight child, an average, and a slow child together. 
There was a girl left out so she was allowed to pick the group she 
would like to work w:i. th. In this twe of grouping there were 5 groups 
having 2 girls and 1 boyJ there were 2 groups having 2 boys and 1 girl,~~ 
and the group having the extra child was made up of 2 bright children, 
an average, and a du.ll child. ~ere were 2 boys and 2 g:i,rls in their 
quartet. The organization time required S minutes and the actual 
writing time 20 minutes. One child was chosen by its group to act as 
the secretary for the story writing therefore only one paper was used 
within each group. · Children were told to bring their chairs around 
I• 
I' il II 
'I I, 
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I 
their secretaryt s desk. After the groups were settled they were shown 
the picture. Children were quite amused with it.. The teacher announced I 
that they were to choose a title for their o~ story.. Children were I 
I. 
told to assemble their thoughts about the picture which was left on the 
board before them. 
Evaluation: The chUdren enjoyed writing their stories but many said 
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that they would rather work in pairs rather than by tb:ree's• The 
quartet group complained that onl.y two people actually worked at it, 
• 
because one just wanted to Ufool around" and the other one could not 
be botheredtt As a follow-lJp activity the children read their stories 
first thing the next, morning ~d enjoyed hearing them. There was onl.y 
one good different titl.e used out or the eight groups. 
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!j Groups of one, two, three, four, and five 
11 
li Aim• rl- To practice writing a story. li 
·I !! Materials: 
!, children were written on the chalkboard as spelling helps. 
Paper, penoUs, titles and some words suggested by the 
; 
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Procedure: Prior to the writing period a discussion of possible titles 
was held. The class suggested these five: lo Christmas Morning, 2 .. 
Christmas Eve, 3.. What We (I) Like Most About Christmas, 4. The First 
Christmas, 5. What We (I) Want Most for Christmas. The children were 
asked to think about these titles and decide whioh titJ.e they would like 
to write about. When it came time for the writing period, those who had 
chosen the first subject were asked to stand. The teacher then directed 
.l.i, 
those who would like to write their 01im. stories to sit down. The chil ... 
dren who then remained standing were allowed to choose with whom they 
wished to work. This procedure was repeated for eaoh of the five sug-
gested titles. The only restriction made on the choice of group members 
was that no group was to have more than five membe:t:s. The cbUd:ren were 
instructed to spell as best they could and the teacher would check it_ 
later. Paper was given to one par son in each group. Twenty minutes 
were allowed for the actual writing. Following this the completed 
stories were read by a member of the group to the class. 
The following are tt-xo sample stories: 
. 1: , .. lll"t-"1 .,..,.•pt t.. -1' I?' ~l ,.:·-~ ....... "'"""llrf" I 
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The First Christmas. 
Mary and Joseph were looking far a place to stay. The 
Innkeeper said there was no room. So they went in a stable. There 
was bo:m the Christ ChUd. Shepherds on the bill saw a bright ster 
and a angel and she said, "Fear not for I bring you good news. Go 
to the city of David •. " They went there. Behold, for they saw the 
Babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, J.ying in the manger. 
Christmas Morning.. · 
On Christmas morning we get up at six o t clook. We hope 
we get a twenty six inch bicycle and a phonograph and a Ginny doll for 
Evaluatione Everyone tnok an interest in the project and seemed eager 
to write., Even those members of the class who usually dislike and have 
difficulty in written work., The teacher was surprised to find that the 
poorer puplls did not in every instance choose to work wi. th a better 
one. Nor did it take long for the groups to be decided upon even though 
the class was very large. The ehUdren seemed eager to read their 
stories to the class .. 
Grogpa of one, two, three1 four, and f'ive 
A:i.11U 
-
To write a friendly letter .. 
Materialst Pencils and paper. 
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~~ One period of a. half hour and one twenty minute period. 
Proceduret This letter was 'Written to an absent member o£ the class .. 
Before beginning, the form. of' the letter was reviewed as presented in 
McKee-Harrison, Building !.2:!:!!: Lang:u.age. The class was then divided 
into groups o£ two,. three and four• with no attempt made to place a 
good student in a group with a poor one. The children were permi. tted 
to choose whether they would work alone or With others. In the latter 
case~ they ehose with Whom they would like to work. No group larger 
than four was allowed., It was suggested that each group use their 
., 
books as far as possible to aid them in spelling before asking the 
teacher• s help. The first day, the letters were written and then 
checked by the teacher.. ~he second day, they were copied in .:final 
form ready to be sent to the absent pupU. 
Evaluation: Twelve letters in finished form were ready to be delivered 
or mailed on the second da;r. These letters represented the work of 
thirty-siX of fo,rty•two pupils. All pupils finally completed/~ letter 
I 
by the third day., Even though some of the groups consisted entirely 
of pupUs tm.o ordinarily had difficulty wi tb m. tten work,. much more 
effort and sustained concentration was put in1x> these cooperative 
lettei's.. This resulted in a large number of better letters and in 
every- one taking part. 
Sample Letters 
Dear Gloria, 
How are you? We hope you are getting better. We are learning 
about Indian~ in school. We are also learning a dance £ar the P. T.A. 
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Christmas party. We hope you come back soon. Merry, merry Christmas. 
Dear Gloria, 
How are you? Fine we hope. We hope you come back to school soon. 
The teacher has new books about Indians. We learned a new dance. We 
wish you did not go back to the hospital. We wish you were here today. 
When are you goirig to come back to school? 
Groups of two 
Aimt To provide practice in the correct use of capital letters, 
periods and question marks. 
Materials: Pencils$ worksheets. 
Timec 
-
Thirty minutes. 
Proeedl:lre: Eaeh child was given a sheet with ten sentences. These 
sentences involved only those words which had been ttsed in the Scott 
Foresman ~ New Friends ~ _N..;;;;ei;;.:~g~h-b_o_r ... s,, or involved titles of stories 
from the same boqk. This was done to insure that all the children / 
could read all of the sentences. All capital letters and punctuation 
marks were omitted from the sentences. The children were instructed 
to draw a line under the mistakes in eaeh sentence, then to write the 
sentence correctly. Upon c~unpleti~ this each child compared his paper 
with that of the person sitting next to him. Wherever there was a 
disagreement the children were to try to decide which was the correct 
11 
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answer and why • 
Evaluation# Every oh:Ud had good practice in the use of capital letters, 
periods, and quotation marks. Even though one child might have been 
careless on his paper in an effort to simply finish the assignme:o:t1 when 
it Was compared with another and CO!'rections made J the correct usage 
was called to his attention. The following day 1 we went over the sen-
tences mtd discussed the reason for each capital letter~ period or 
question mark. 
re you going ? 
_ .. _ ---- ....... ._ :;air 
-
-
a ~pot were gotng up the street.:;;.![ : O 
~LJ?%.6k ~JJi'DAL!VUJ 
jackl t::Jn~ie-c., /M;;;n;~~--• ~ could it ce a ju~pine ~ 
& 
5. tom and jim wen t with dick, 
-~ ~ ~ 4 
• 
7_._ ;g_lx__~_I}C -~l'P.L~-~ ... L~.!?...J.I~ ... q~_t~p.!_£14 ,.w,J.~co.-..,.~.IQIIYOJ"..I 
B. r~~ read the new friends and . ighbor "l. 'fl.b.u.L<'Y~'~&U"'I 
9. -f P.a.~_r_e_!!-~ ... !.~-~-~.!l..~LP-~ ... ty ~ \R/,;,A)IU,/Lt b Nvi-1~ 
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Groups of two 
Ainu 
-
To write Armistice D~ stories,. 
Materials I Paper, pencUs6 story from E. M. Hale and Co, • s ~ Letter 
~by Elimabeth Hough Sechrist. PP• 188-195· •. 
Time: Twenty minutes. 
-
Procedurea ChUdren listened to the story read by the teacher. Then 
children got together with the person sitting across from him in groups 
of two t s with one paper between them. They were not placed according 
to ability but according to seats. The pairs were made up of four 
groups of girls, three groups of boys1 and five groups of boys and 
girls mixed. . Children were told to think indi v.i.dually about the story 
heard. Together they chose who W'ould do the writing of their story. 
Each one thought and gave his idea or his remembered part. Together 
they sorted out orally what they liked and child who was chosen to 
write proceeded from there. They chose a tiiil.e for their story. The 
following were the words listed on the board to help those who were 
poor in spellingl peace, Armistice, signed, celebrate, France, and 
month. This also cut the writing time to a :minimum.. The children who 
had worked together decided which one would read the sto!'Y to the class 
and in most oases the one who had not written the stoey read their work 
to the class. It took only five minutes to have- all the stories read. 
Children enjoyed hearing one another t s stories. 
Evaluationr The results were satisfactory) although some stories were 
i' 
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1.1 1 poor1 the children got their first experience in working together in 
II 'Ol'iting stories• AU of them ha'Ve asked i'or more opportmdties to 
I work together in the same way again. 
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Groups of two 
AimJ To d.evslop their imagination by making up cooperative 
-
stories and to develop more social relations. 
Materials; Pencils, yellow l/2" composition paper. 
Timet 
-
Twenty-five minutes. 
PZ'Oeedure; ,/The teacher decided to group her class :f.nto pairs by 
groupillg boys with boys, girls with girls.. This class was made up of 
25 children. one boy was left out so the teacher told him to choose 
the group that he would like to work w1 th therefore mald ng one story 
group a three. The teacher chose the children. by looking over their 
academic standiDg thus placing a bright child with an average or below 
average./ The choosing of partners took £i ve minutes and the allotted 
I -
.' 
writmg time was twenty minutes.- Children were told to think for them· 
selves, offer their ideas$ and choose what they thought would be best 
to fit in their story. They were left to decide who would do the 
writing between them.. The title trif I Had Been Santa11 was placed on 
the board and children were left to work. 
Next day the children assembled in their groups again and 
chose who would read the storyJ in most cases the one who had done the 
writing on the previous dey' allowed his partner to read the story. 
This the ehildren fully enjoyed and laughed over different ones • 
Evaluation: Children enjoyed themselves and liked working with just a 
·l 
I 
I boy or a girl, but the teacher found that the girls did a much better 
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job in using their imagination than the boys~ Although there were 
only$ pairs of boys, there were 7 pairs of girlso The boys' stories 
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were much shorter and poorer. 
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Aim: 
-
time. 
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ji 
Groups o:f two il 
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i! 
To increase word power thl'ough constructive use of leisure il 
I' II ll il 
I! 
Materialst Crossword puzzle envelope No. 1,. and two people. !I 
!! 
I! 
~~ Extra time activity. il 
Ji 
il 
!I Procedure: This was used only by two people who had finished with i! 
II 
all their work and had done a good job on it. They followed directions il 
ji 
on the envelope. ~1 
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II Evaluationr This was profitable for the smarter student who made good 11 
II 
use of his spare time and was ehallenged by harder work. The partners lj 
in this activity were of equal intelligence. II 
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Gro!Ps o£ two 
Aimt 
-
To find out how many could write the dictation letter 
correctly. 
Materialst Paper and pencils, ditto copy of letter. 
~~ Thirty minutes. 
Procedurer The class had read, discussed and copied the following 
letter the day before. They were told they would be given the letter 
as a dictation lesson the £ollow:i.l'Jg day. Today, the teacher dictated 
this letter to the class' 
Dear ~tr. Cooper, 
Oakland Beach School 
Warwick, Rhode Island 
January 1, 1957 
We want to thank you again £or lending us your arroWheads. We 
all enjoyed studying about Indians. We enjoyed giving our program. 
Yours truly, 
The Third Grade 
The teacher then told the class to exchange papers with 
their partners which consisted o£ a bright child and a slower child 
seated aide by side. They were to correct the papers according to the 
ditto paper they had in _their desks contai.ning the letter correctly 
written. The two partners were to correct one paper together first 
and then correct the other paper. I£ any mistakes were made they were 
told to find out why they were wrong and then oorrect them. If they 
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needed help they were to ask the teacher • 
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After corrections were made the papers were collected for 
the teacher to Qheok to see Which children needed exW:-a help on l~tter 
writing. 
Evaluatioru After checking the letters the teacher discovered errors 
which had been overlooked. These she brought to the attention of the 
children. She urged them to be more careful in correcting the work'~ 
The results on the w.nole were sa.tisfaoto:ry • Out of 30 
children, eleven had perfect papers and three had only one mistake. 
Only six did poorly and needed extra help, 
Gro;ups of two 
Ainu To show that words ealled "Opposi teen are very different 
in meaning. 
Materials: Manila dra~ paper 6tr x 9" 1 1-1/2" x ,$ ... 1/.411 strips of 
lifted writing paper, paste, pencils. 
Timec Thi:rty minutes. 
-
Procedure: In the first ten minutes, the teacher introduced to the 
class the idea of opposites in the .following way: 11You do not think o£ 
Santa. as thin. You think o£ him as fat. The werd thin has a very 
- -
different meaning from fat. t.rhi:a is said to be opposite in meaning 
from .fat. gwosi te means !! difj'erent !! ~ E!•" All underscored 
I wo;rds were placed on the board. The ch:ildren were asked to volunteer 
.. --·~---' some opp~ te~wilieh the te~~ .....,~-Ol\1 the board~ The following 
II 
ll 
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I 
were suggestedt 
A happy girl A sad girl 
A rich lady A poor lady 
A huge animal A tiny anime.l 
---'~ 
A narrow river A wide river 
A tall girl A short girl 
A careless camper A careful camper 
An old woman A young woman 
A big tree A small tree 
In the next 20 minutes~ the teacher assigned the children 
to work in pairs, row 1 with row 2, row ;; with row 41 and row 5 with 
raw 6. Each pair was responsible !or depicting an opposite on the 
manila drawing paper and making their own choice. If one child drew 
"A small tree" 1 his partner drew nA big tree.n The ciraw.illg completed, 
a label was witten and pasted a.t the bottom of the sheet. 
Evaluations The chUdren clearly u:r;uierstood the meaning of the term 
"Opposites." This illustrated lesson helped tbe children to not only 
hear but to see the difference in meaning that opposites present. 
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Across Li e1t 1 u b r 1 
3 . the monev you et beck when you buy 
6 . e ten h of doll r 
8 . neith r 
9 . k e ing 
10 . 1ircction 
111 s . , '10.1l.O tJO by blow 
12 . you ond I 
13 . p1 ce to keep money 
16 . exists 
17. 1 st dey of the eek 
18 . steemship {initi ls ) 
19 . thus 
Down List Humber 1 
1 . mother cooks in t his 
2 . t o pluo th e 
3 . penny 
4 . t this minute 
5 . color or p per money 
6 . r ther 
7 . h re money is m de 
12 . shro d 
13 . pUl"Ch e 
14 . touch ith tho lips 
15. find tb urn or 
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Gro!J>s of two 
Aima To wi te a poem about the sun. 
-
Materialst Paper and pencil. 
~~ Twenty minutes. 
P:rocedurer The teacher told the children that they were to work with 
their neighbor and write an original poem about the sun which they ~ad 
been stud.y:tng in soience. When the poem was completed, each person was 
to write it carefully on white paper and pass it in. 
Evaluation: Eaoh group of two worked well together. Each pair pro-
duced a better poem than either oould have done alone. 
. -----·- -·----·---- -------------------- --- -- ________ _:__ _ _1 
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I'rn hot SC\\ d Sue to Lou 
·I W iS h rtwas coo( 
:Blft the bU.n is too hot- so., d Lou 
On 1 buf I wr sf... ~t was cool 
Up on the sun ther-e's f',re 
Let·s 9o see Mr. Mo.1uf.-.e 
He knows ~11 obout the sun 
I 6 e t 1 t UJ 1 II h e fLA n 
To tra ve_l to the Sc.Ah 
fVo1 ,t wou.ldn 't be Pv.l'l To ,qo to the s !.4Vl 
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Whole class 
'l'o teach the song "Cradle Hymn. " 
Music Book The American S!!sf3r1 Book 31 blackboard. 
'l':ilne: Twenty minutes~ 
-
ProcedU'l"et 'l'he following words were 'WX"itten on the blackboard: 
manger, crib~ Lord Jesus, laid, cradle. The class read the words 
together and were then asked the meaning of each word. 
'!'he class then opened their music books to page 86 and 
read t.be vmrds of the song together., The teacher then asked one o1' 
the pup:Us to tell the story in his own words., 
The pup:ils were then asked to keep their fingers on the 
notes end follow al.ong as the teacher sang. .After this had been done 
onee the teacher asked those 'Who "WOttld like to join in w.i. th her to do 
so. This was repeated two more times1 until the whole class joined in. 
Then the teacher chose two good singers to be ••conductors u. 'rhe class 
was divided in half6 and each 11conduetortt had his group sing to the 
other. 
Eval.uation: By the end of' the lesson, eveey ehU.d in the room la1ew 
the song and. was actively psrticipat:blg. They could sing pretty well 
on key and thoroughly enjoyed the l.esson. 
Whol.e class 
Aim: To practice finding the position of "do" for the keys of 
~
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F and E fiat .. 
Materials: Chalkboard• ehalk, cut out squares of' construction .paper., 
music books, The American Singer Book 3. 
----- - ~-
Time: Fifteen minutes~ 
-
Procedures The class was asked to turn to the staff printed inside 
the back covers of their music books and to take out four of the paper 
-
squares to be used as notes. These notes were cut from scraps of con~ 
struotion paper and were about l/2" square~ The key signature of the 
key of F {one flat) was written on the chalkboard by the teaoher c The 
class was then instructed to place one of their notes on the correct 
line or space to indicate the correet position of low '*do'*" The teacher 
then cheeked the responses and "Wrote the correct response on the board.-
Eacb. child could then check his own response and correct it if neaes .. 
sary. After low "do" was placed correctly the teacher asked for the 
placement of 11mi",. "sol" and high "do". This group was then cheeked 
in the same manner. The key signature of the key of E flat (three 
flats) was then put on the ohalkboard by the teacher and the same 
procedure followed. 
Evaluation1 This was ver,y good practice for the whole class. The 
longer we continued with this practice:~ the more correct responses 
were found. The other key signatures and various posi tiona of al.l 
the notes were later drilled on in the same :manner. This drill could 
be used with small· groups and pupil teachers who were certa.im. of the 
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correct responses. It could also be varied by using flash cards with 
the key signature on one side and "do11 in the correct position on the 
reverse side for use in smaller groups or by indi viduala. 
'Whole class and gz>o;up 
To provide more meaning.ful practice in the use or .mu.sical 
syllables. 
Materials' Set of Melod6 Bells, mu.sie books. 
~~ Twenty minutes. 
Procedure= The class was asked to find "do11 and then to find the 
syllable for the first note in the song (sol). We sang the first line 
and the class was lead to discover that ol'1ly two notes were used.. The 
class sang the third line and disoovered that it was exactly the same 
as the first.. They next sang the second and fourth lines and discovered 
their sameness also. The class sang the whole song through twice. Then 
the teacher picked a child for each syllable that would be needed. (do1 
mi1 fa, sol, la.) As the <:lass again sang the song with syllables, the 
picked children were to listen especially for their particular syllable. 
Then each child who had a syllable, picked up his Melod& Bell, and stood 
in order. Without direotion, the children played their bells. After 
a few minutes practice the members of the group were changed. 
Evaluation: The child:t-en enjoyed this thoroughly. It was found that 
L_ 
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after a .f'ew ltt'ong attempts each group could perform. suocessfully, In 
a .follow.-.up lesson the children could sing their syllables with lllUch 
more zest and fax" fewer errors than in previous lessons. 
This aBme procedure was followed in a. song which used 
all the syllables" 
'Whole class 
A:i.m:t To compose a Valentine song • 
-
Materials: Singing~~ by Ginn and Company, 8" x .3-3/4" 
music manuscript paper,. pencils. 
Time: TWenty minutes. 
Procedure: The teacher copied from the singing book, page 94~ the 
.f'U>st phrase o.f' "Roses Are Red" and sang it to the children while 
writing the notes on a staff' at the blackboard. Next:P she asked for 
volunteers to sing the answer "Sugar is sweet and so are you.tr The best 
answer was chosen by the children a:nd written on the blackboard by the 
teacher. The children copied the entire song using music Writing paper 
for the first time. 
Evaluation• Good results were attained in composing and writing this 
Valentine song. The experience was interesting and rewarding. 
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Whole class 
Aim: To get the "echo n effect in singing. 
-
lAaterialss s:tners and~ by Ginn and Company• 
Time: Ten minutes,. 
-
Procedure: The teacher taught the entire class the song "Lock and 
Key, " page 29. Next, the 15 girls were asked to sing a phrase and the 
22 boys were to al'JS'Wer in the same phrase giving the effect o£ an echo. 
For example: 
Girls: You are a gold lock, 
Boyea You are a gold lock, 
Girls• I am a gold key, 
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li Boyst I am a gold key, etc.. !
1
.
1 Lastly, the class was divided into :four groupe with boys and girls in 11 
. each group. Each was given a corner of the room. The groups each Ji ~~~ se'lected their own leader, a better s:lnger, to which the group .....J j!li
now the echo. 
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Evsluation: The ttecho" idea had a great deal of appeal to the chil- J
11
; 
dren. They asked if' they might do this same song again the next day. j! 
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Haterial.s1 Chalkboard, chalk, words to the round~ .!21! SleepiEg 
(English and French)~ 
~: Twenty minutes. 
Prooeduret Words fo'11' the reund were written on the chalkboard by the 
teacher. These were written both in French and in English for compari-
son. The F:li'enoh words were prOl!ounced and their meaning discussed by 
the teacher. The music was then learned by rote, the teacher singing 
it first followed by the entire class. The half of the class who were 
the better singers then started the round. The teacher and the rest 
of the class came in next. '.rb.is was possible in this music class as 
the Music Supervisor and the teacher had arranged special seating 
arrangements £or th.e music period on the basis of ability to stay on 
pitch. The best singers sit at the back e£ the class and the poorer 
ones at the front of the room. 
The following are the words to the round: 
Frere Jacques, Frere Jacques, 
Dormez-vous? Dormez-vous? 
Sonne~ les matinee, Sonnes les matinee. 
Ding1 Dong, Ding. Ding, Dong, Ding. 
Are you sleeping? Are you sleeping? 
Brother John, Brother John, 
Mo:rni:Dg bells are ringing, 
Mornil'lg bells are ringing. 
Ding, Dong, Ding. Ding Dong1 Ding. 
I !I 
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Evaluationr Part of the charm of learning this song was the foreign 
language, although we learned and sang it in English also. By the end 
of two weeks we could have any combination of children start or come 
in seeond w.t th no assis~ance from the teacher~ The singing of a round 
seemed to the teacher to be valuable practice for the elass. 'When they 
begin part singing they will already have had the practice or singing 
a pE~rl independently .. 
Group o£ five 
Aim: To learn to sing five songs £or the Christmas play. 
-
Materials: Empty room with piano$ and books with carols in them for 
five people .. 
Time; Four 20•minute periods. 
-
Procedure: A leader, who could play the piano., was assigned to four 
ohUdren who were having trouble learning the melodies of the Christ-
mas Carols.. They went to the auditorium where the ohild1 who could 
play the piano., helped the other .fo~ to leant the songs • 
.Evs.luatiozu All .five chUdren pro£ited by this group eXperiN!ce both 
in singing and in cooperative spirit • 
. •· 
Groups of two 
~~ To give the children practice in reading music syllables 
1.09 
I 
wh~n there ere no sharps or flats. 
Materials& Peper~ pencil, chalkboard. 
~: About ten minutes, 
Procedure• The i'ollowi!lg staff 'With notes was drawn on the boardt 
r\ 
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The teacher assigned the children to groups of two. She 
selected one child who knew how to read music syJJ.ables to work with 
a child who had di.f.ficul w reading them. After each child had been 
given a piece of music paper, the teacher asked each pupil to copy the 
notes from the board and write the syllables under the notes. As soon 
as both partners finished writing a syllable, they cheeked it with each 
other. If they had the same answer they went on to the next syllable. 
If they disagreed, each one put his finger on ~ and counted up to the 
9 • 
line or spaae where the aote was written. 
I Evaluations The lesson appea:red to be effective,. Only two groups had 
errors1 and no group had more than two errors. 
ll.O 
. 
,! 
Aim: To help the poore;f singers f'ollow a group singing together. 
-
. 
Materials: Christmas Carols. Christmas Songs, Beattie,. John w •• and 
others, American Singer. 
Time: Nine lS..m:tnute periods. 
-
Procedure: A group of f:i.fty third graders were putting on a Christ-
mas musical.. It was necessary to have twent,.....one 1n the choruss some 
did not haw voices which could c~ a tune too wen. It was up to 
the teacher to sssign some children to help the others out. She set 
her group up in pairs and found that there w:re 9 pairs to work w1 th. 
'l'he children were given their singing books to work from. Each clrlld 
arranged himself to be on the left o£ his helper. They formed a semi-
circle to wox-k together and kept this formation even on the stage. 
For a period of fifteen m:i.nutes a dlWtt three dE.WS a week for three 
vreeks this method was used. 
The following are the songs taken from the .American 
- .. 
S~t "A Christmas Wish., P• 84J 'Bkatingn P• 89;neradle H;vmn" 
P• 86J ''The First Christmas Nighttt P• 88J and "Coastingn P• 99. other 
songs sung were: "~ Come All Ye Faitbtol1 11 ~~First Notb.;a n "AWq In A 
Manger, n "J:ingl.e Bells," "Up on the Rooftops, tt "I'm Dreaming ~ a White 
Christmas• 0 "Frosty the Snowman, 11 and "Rudolf, the Red Nosed Reindeer. tt 
Evaluation: This proved to be very successful., 'l'he fev; who still felt 
'UllSure of themsel.ves sang more softly. . The whole chorus worked very well 
j: 
u 
II 
I 
together. The children felt very proud., very successful, and. all 
expressed that they wished they could always have a helper • 
The teacher should keep two noisy youngsters apart. 
Groups of two 
Aim: To eorreetly place notes by *'thirds"· on a sta.tt. 
Materials: 'l'hree cutout musical :notesJ giant staff in back of book, 
The American. Singer., American Book Comp~, Book III. · 
-
Timeu Twenty-five minutes. 
-
Procedural The ohilth"en bad been taught previously singing by "thirds" 
meant sir,iging every other note, do, m, solJ re,. £a., la., etc. They 
turned to the large giant staff in the ba.uk of their music books, ~ 
American Singer, and took out of: their envelope their cutout musical 
notes to build some "thirds*'. 
The teacher told the ebildren (working in pa.U's, side by 
side) to put "do" on the first line of: the staff and then show where 
"min and "sol" would go. As each child f'irlshed hefd check his partner 
. . 
tor acOUl"aoy while the teacher also checked them. Several children 
were asked to sing the pattern they had built after they were given 
the correct tone for "do". Then the whole class sang the pattern. 
Next$< they were told to put "re" on the first line ·and 
build the next two notes by "thirds". The partners checked each other 
U2 
,, 
n 
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for correct placement and for correct names of the notes'~~ The teacher 
called on one chiJ.d to n.eme tbe notes and explain where. the notes 
should ba-tTe been placed. The eb:Ud showed their correct placement by 
building a stat£ on· the board and pl.acing the notes in their correct 
positions. The teacher had all the girls sing the tonal pattern, then 
the boys. 
Then the children were told to take turns, one Buld build 
a pattern in ttthirds n and nmne it Whil.e tba other ehecked his work. 
Then his pm"tner would have a turn buil.ding am naming a tonal pattern 
in thirds. They were asked to name and show some of the patterns they 
had built to the reot of the class •. 
Evaluation: The chil.dren did very well locating the thirds on their 
staff. They showed much enthuei.asm £or this type of lesson 'Which1 i:t 
presented in another wa.y, might have lacked the interest. Partners 
help~ one another;~~ did away with tlll:Y misunderstandings o£ incorrect 
pl.acements of notes by thirds which the cb1l.clren raight have made by 
themselves if the teacher lacked the time to check all the cbUdretw' 
patterns in the cl~s• It is more beneficial to the child to have his 
mistakes corrected iulmediately whil.e working than to sit loold.ng at 
! 
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something w.reng 'While wai t:tng fer the teacher to core around and check II 
it., The children 'Were eager ta build some more tonal patterns by thirds 
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tfuole. class divided into two groups 
Aim: To teach the singing game Way~!!!. Pawpaw Patch. 
Materials: Words, music11 and instructions for the singing game, Way 
Down ~ P?:WJ?aw Patch. 
Time: About twenty minutes. 
-
Procedure: When midafternoon found the class restless~ the teacher 
decided to combine music with some physical activity.. The desks were 
pushed aside to allow space for two lines of ten children each. The 
rest of the olass remained seated. The class bad previously been taught 
the words and music to the song Way ~ ,!! Pe.wpe:w Patch found on pages 
66--67 o£ The American Singer Book ). The instructions for the game may 
also tbe found there.. The two lines, one of boys, the other girls, faced 
each other. The teacher explained the procedure for each stanza, demon-
strating with the first girl. 'While the children who remained in their 
seats sang the words, these two lines played the following singing game: 
Stanza 1. Mary (the fast girl) skipped behind the girls, around all 
the boys and then back to her place; Stanza 2. Ma:ry skipped around 
again with the whole line of boys .following her and skipping back to 
their places,; Stanza 3· Mary and her boy partner skipped behind their 
lines to the foot, where they made an arch o The rest o.f the oouples 
followed and skipped tbl'ough the aroh.. The song was then repeated with 
a new girl at the head o£ the line each time as Mary. After about ten 
m:i.nutes the pupils in their seats changed places With the ones playing 
the game. 
us 
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Eval.uatiom The cbil.dren enjoyed this early American singing game and 
as everyone bad an opportunity for skipping,. the need for some activity 
was provided for. r£ 1 as in our case, a classroom on a lower floor 
makes it impractical to have the entire class engaged in skipping, the 
skipping may be changed to walking. When weather permits the most 
I 
·I I' 
II 
satisfactory arrangement would be to take the entire class out onto the jl 
I 
playgro'lmd for this type activity. In this 'm.\'9' the entire class could 
pJ.ay and sing at the same time. 
Gro!lP of eight 
Aims 
-
To dance to the tw.e of Jingle Bells. 
Materials: Peter Pan 78 r.p.m. record of the song Jing1.e Bells, bells, 
Course ot Study in Physical Education, New Bedford,. Mass. 
Time: 
-
Twenty minutes. 
Procedure a The teacher selected four boys and four girl.s for the 
purpose of demonstration 'While the rest of the class watched. These 
eight cbUdren formed a square w.i. th each boy standing on the left of 
his girl partner. As the teacher gave the cans, the children practiced 
the square dance. The routine learned, this group of eight was broken 
up to form four new squares with a practiced set of dancers in each new 
square and the remaining children 'Wel*e given bells. Once again the 
teacher gave the calls, and it was the responsib:O.ity o£ each practiced 
set of dancers to see that their group was doing the dance correctly. 
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Now that the dance had been. practiced by a.l.l, the record was played 
to which the children danced whUe the bell ringers rang in time to 
the music of the chorus of each verse. The following were the verses 
and action: 
Ver.se 
First: 
Dashing through the snow 
In a one-horse open sleigh 
Oter the !ield we go 
Laughing all the way 
Bells on bobtails ring 
Making spirits bright 
What :run it is to laugh and sing 
A sleighing song tonight 
Jingle Bells, etc. 
Jingle Bells1 etc. 
Second: 
Now the ground is wbi te 
Go it while you*re young 
Take the girls tonight 
And sing this sleighing song 
Just get a bobtail bay 
fNo .... .torty for his speed 
Then hi toh him to an open sleigh 
And crack~ you'll take the leado 
Action 
Honor partners 
Honor corners 
Circle left 
Circle right 
Balance in place with partners 
Swing partners 2 hands around 
Promenade 
Girls star left in center 
Girls star right in center 
Boys star left in center 
Boys star right in center 
U"' 
,, 
,., 
Jingle Bells,. ete. SWing partners 2 hands around 
Jingle Bells, etc •. Promenade 
Evaluation: The children enjoyed dancing to Jingle Bells. The calls 
were easily followed and quickly learned by the entire elass through 
the help of the practiced dan0ers. 
Groups of seven 
Aimt . To develop individual competitive skills • 
...,.._ 
Materials: List of stunts and self'•testi.ng activities (issued to 
each elementar,y teacher by Physical Education Department of WarwickJ 
slacks for girls; broomstick handle,. 
Timet' Twenty minutes. 
-
Procedure• The class was divided into squads, all boy squads and 
aJ.1 girl squads. A capable leader was chosen for each squad. Eaeh 
of tbl'ee squad leaders bad 7 children in his squad with the other 
leader having S in his squad. .. 
Each squad leader tested his squad members on the follow-
ing three stunts which the members had been practicing previously• 
Jump .... over•sticlu Chlld grasps broomstick hancUe in both hands in 
front of him. He tries to jump over it w.i. thout touching 
. it with his feet or losing his balance. 
Clap Han<is 1 Bounce across floor clapping in front and then in 
1! 
J 
backj alternating on each bounce. 
Bala.nce ... wi th ... eyes-closeds Standing on the lei't foot., place the 
right foot at the left knee. Raise arms sideward. Close 
eyes and see i£ balance can be maintained for 10 counts. 
Reverse. 
The leaders called on individual members of their squads 
to perform each stunt. Since each child had sufficient daily practice 
of' these stunts,. he was given only one chance. I£ he performed his 
stunt suenessfully according to the rules of each stunt, the leader 
put a check beside his name for the accomplished stunt on the leader•s 
check list. Those who missed had the leader assign a member of' his 
squad to help them. 
Below is a sample of a squad leader' s cheak•llst. The 
other stunts were to be Checked after the child had sufficient time 
to practice them which would be based on the teacher• s judgment: 
Jump ... over-st:J.ck 
Clap hands v v v v 
Balance-with-e,yes•closed v/ ~ v v 
Bear waJ.k 
Crane dive 
Crab walk 
U9 
Evaluation: The squad leaders did an excellent job of display:i.llg 
wise leadership and good judgment when ehecking their members. The 
members of the squad were satisfied with the decisions of their leaders. 
When they missed they were eager to have a member help them. They 
practiced away £rom the group until their leader called them to perform 
another stunt. 
Having capable leaders enabled the teacher to pay more 
attention to the squads' activities as a whole, rather than trying to 
check all thirty members individually hersel£9 
Groups of six 
!!!t To learn part; of a new danae. 
Materialsa Reoord pl~er~ record~ large ~ace, and dance steps 
written out on paper. 
Time: 
-
Twenty minutes .. 
Procedure: The ol.as~ was broken down into groups of six each. Each 
group was given a set of directions written out and told to practice 
by therasel ves a:1d then to raise their hands when t."ley were ready to 
shol'l tho rest of the class how to do the dance. After ten minutes 
had gone by each group showed how much they had learned.. Then the 
whole class 1-1as put together and did the dance as fu as it had been 
learned. The finished dance was learned the next day. 
1.20 
Evaluation;. Incentive to learn quickly through use of groups was 
established through competitive spirit. Leadership as well as fol• 
lowership qualities were produced. The whole dance class was enjoyed 
by the entire class. 
The Virginia Reel 
Each boy is to choosE\ a partner. Stand with your partner facing you. 
The next couple is to stand next to you, boys on the same side and 
girls on the same aida. Example: 
boy .3 
boy 2 
boy l 
.'3 girl 
2 girl 
l girl 
I have numbered each boy and girl in the example.. See if you can tell 
which number you are. 
Number 1 girl and number .3 boy start the dance by going into the middle 
of the space between the lines and bowing., Then they go bq.ok to their 
own place. Then number 1 boy and number .3 girl do the same thing., 
Each time numbe~ 1 gi~l and number 3 boy do the first step and then the 
number l boy and number 3 girl do the same step. 
The steps are: 
lat... forward and bow end back again 
2nd .... for'".vard and join right hands and swing around in a circle. 
3rd ••• forward and left hands just as in 2nd step .. 
4th.... forward and join both hands and circle .. 
$th.... forward and pass back to back with the person. 
At this point the number 1 girl and the number 1 boy do the dance. 
Join hands and facing each other slide down the middle of both lines 
and back again to your own pla.ee. If you can do this much of the 
dance and do it well you are ready to raise your hands and do it for 
the rest o£ the class. 
Groups of five 
Aim: To improve visua.l memoi'Y, 
-
Materialst None. 
Time: Ten minuteso 
Proceduree: This game, called ttind.ian Running, n was taken .t':rom 
!_ Course ~ Stud;v ~· Physical Eduea;~ !?.£ Barrington Public Schools., 
It is a very good game for indoor activity. Children all sit in their 
seats while the teacher explained that five would be chosen to leave 
the room. "These players arrange themselves in any order, return to 
the room running once around it then leaving aga:lne 'When they return 
the children are to name the correct order of their line-up." One 
from the running group chose who was to tell the exact order of entrance 
after the children had rearranged themselves before re-entering the X"Oome 
The child who gave the correct sequence then chose four other children 
as well as himself to become new Indian Runners. 
Evaluation• Children enjoy this whether they are good at retaining or 
122 
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not and al.~ want to volunteer the needed sequence., Children pick 
those who have difficulty in remembering and all get enjoyment and 
thrills out of this ga.tne • The children who have had difficulty seem 
to be helped with this game. This game in itself gives them an oppr;r-. 
tunity to get :1n it as well as giving them much needed training.~ 
Variations: If the group is sl.owj groups of three :may be runners, 
and as the class improves the number ~ be increased. Another way 
o:r plasing this to further improve retention power o£ the group;~ the 
chUdren ID1J3 carry lax>ge objects whUe ru.nning; after tbe;y exchange 
pJ.a.eea in J.ine cblldren may try to gaess aequence of objects shewn 
rather than order or cbildrert. 
Gro'!lE of two 
Ainu 
-
To perform stunt •'Step Over Wand. "' 
Material: Yardstick, pointer or any sticlt about three feet long 
Procedure: The chil.dren worked in pairs, four groups at a time. 
The teacher demonstrated the stunt ''Step Over Wand" from. Course in 
Physical Education for Grades ~ II1 ni~' with one of the children. 
The child hel.d the wand in a horizontal position aeross the front of 
the body~ grasped it at both ends1 with the backs of the hands toward 
the ceil.ing. The cbil.d stepped over the wand one foot at a time with ... 
out releasing his grasp and stood with the wand held behind the bedy. 
123 
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He then returned to hi~~. cmginal position, stepping back over the wand, 
1: 
one foot at a time. TlJa teacher explained that holding the wand close 
r 
to the noor enabled tha child to step over it more eaa:ily. One chil.d 
in each group observedf h:l,s partner to make sure he followed the diree---
L._,." 
tiona correctly. Each one took his tum and practiced for success. 
Eiral uation: The children had :run. They were happy when they accom-
plished the stunt. 
Group~ two 
Aima To provide practice in carrying out the command, 
-
"Class - Haltl n 
Materials: No ~rials necessary. 
Time: Ten minutes. 
-
Procedure: ChU.dren ere assigned to groups o£ two arranged in a 
doubl.e circle side by side facing in the line o£ direction (counter-
clockwise.) A child who knew how to do this cotnrnand stood beside 
one who did not know how to do it. The ch.ildren praetioed slowly 
the f'our counts, sa;villg: n.t.ei't1 right, left1. together.'' After five 
minutes of practice, the children 'Who were being helped marched in a 
single circle while the teacher gave the command at different inter-
vals of t.ime, Their helpers am the teacher watched closely a:rx1 
sel.ected those who bad succeeded in learning the cormnand. 
.I 
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Evaluation: Many of the chUd:ren succeeded. Four children still 
needed help. l!.t another practice period these children would be 
given extra drill. 
Variation: This procedure may be used with any- exercises 'Which need 
corrections. 
Gro;ups of two 
Aim: To give practice in b01mc:i.ng am catching balls with 
-
partners. 
Materials: Balls, record pleger, records - ChUdhood Rhythm Records 
Series II. 
~: Ten minutes. 
Procedure: Children arranged themselves in groups of two. The 
teacher told them to bounce the balls back and forth and catch them 
w.l.th both hands. The ch:tldren practiced this for t'WO minutes. Then 
the teacher told the children to bounce the balls with one hand and 
have their partners catch wi tb the~ opposite hand. Two minutes vrere 
used for this practice. The next. six minutes the chjJ.dren bounced 
the balls in the same manner in time to music. 
Evaluation: The practice proved effective!t Very .few balls were 
dropped. This was a great improvement over the previous attempt. 
All the cb:Udren had f,m • 
12S 
Aim: To teach the country dance call1 '~adies Chain,'' to all 
-
children after it .bad been taught to one square of four couples. 
t!aterials: Record player1 record 11Yankee Doodle Boy, 11 ... Course in 
Physical Education for Grades I, II,. III - Page n. 
Time: Twenty-five minutes. 
-
Procedure: Square of four eauples arranged thus: 
• 
Four couples who bad been taught 
the call, "Ladies Cba.in,. tt stood 
directly behind the four couples 
who were to learn it. The teacher 
directed the girls C>f the head 
couples to ~k toward each other 
and give each other right hands 
as they passed and to give left 
hands to the left hand of the op-
posite boy, who would then place 
his right bend at the girl's waist and would swi.Jlg the girl around in 
front of him and to tbe left to position.. Tld..s was repeated, return-
ing to own partner. Girl behind the girl guifled her as she performed 
'Wb:Ue the boy behind the boy assisted him in his part. The same pro-
cedure was used for the side couples. This call was pra.O'ticed unt:U. 
these couples learned it. Then two more squares were formed with these 
eight couples guiding them while the same procedure was carried out. 
126 
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Evaluation: This step was learned by all and the class was able to do 
the square dance with all the calls assigned to Grade III, PP• 73 and 
74 of Course in Physical Education for Grades I, II1 III. 
I 
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Whole class 
~: To develop listening power~ 
Materials: Extemporaneous plays, 
Time: Ten minutes. 
-
Procedure: The teacher had chosen certain children to read their 
parts of a pl~ which they were seeing for the first time. They bad 
previously read their parts to the teacher and were now ready to pre-
sent their performance to the remaining group._ The listeners were to 
be the audience who later would get their turns at other plays. 
Evaluationl Cbll.dren read their parts vd. th ease and expression and 
. . . 
all enjoyed the performance. The audience was a true listening and 
observant one. ChUdren who had acted out their various p~ts did 
very well and all seemed to enjoy the lesson. Each child looked for-
ward to trying to put on a performance and therefore fully realized 
the importanee or the audience. 
proyP of fifteen 
Aim: To give practice in organizing the events of' a story. 
Material.s: Reading books Finding~ Neighbors, Work books, Mz ~ 
!!!!!, Learn~ to accompany the reading books, slips with events of 
the story, "!'here Was Tammie,." pencils. 
129 
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Time: 
-
Twenty-five minutes. 
Proced1lre: The teacher distributed one slip to each of seven children 
in the reading group. The story, 1lfhere Was Tammie, n was read orally 
by individual members of the group~ When the first event was reached, 
the cbUd, 'Who had the corresponding paragraph on his slip, stood and 
read it aloud. The chUdren and the reader marked a "one" in the box 
at the beginning of the event. The cb:Udren 'Who had the slips checked 
for acc'tlracy the children in the group. This same procedure continued 
for the remaining events. After i;he story was completed., individuals 
re-read the events in the proper sequence whil.e the children working 
in pairs followed the route on the pictorial map., 
Evaluation: The children were successful in organizing the events of 
the story. They had fun using the pictorial map. 
-. -
·. ~~-~--------
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What Happened Here ? 
0 They stopped at the big market 
to buy some animal cookies. When 
they came out of the store, there was 
poor little Tammie. 
D <<Is this your dog, lady ? " asked 
the man at the gasoline station. 
«Yes, thank you," said Mother. 
u He is a very bad dog." 
D The children passed many things D Mr. Brown came toward the car. 
that made them think of Tammie. u You forgot your Tammie," he said. 
They saw some ducks, a chipmunk, H We had to hurry to catch you." 
and a boy on a bicycle. Tammie t---------------
would like to have chased them all. D Mother stopped the car and waited 
----------------t while Jack went back to get little 
D George's hat. There sat Tammie. Mother and the children were r---------------
going on a picnic. u You stay home 
like a good dog, Tammie," said Mother. 
The children were sad. 
0 Tammie sat on the back seat with 
Sally and Jack. Everyone was happy 
now. 
i· 
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Group of nine 
.Aim: 
--
To provide practice on vocabulary words f<rund in Unit 
III, "Just for Fun. n 
Materials: 9" x 6" colored cardboard, 1 .... 3/4" x 2--l/2" oak tag word 
cards, India ink1 pen, red penon, Findix:lS !!,!! Nei@bors by Ginn and 
Company. 
Time: Fifteen minutes, 
-
Procedure: The teacher ruled off w1 th red pencU the 9'1 x 6 n card-
board :into 2" x 3" squares. She wrote nine vocabulary words on each 
or the nine cards. She made matching 1-3/4" x 2-l/2•• word cards. 
A group nt eight ch:Udren and a pup:U-tee.cher were 
assigned to play this game while the rest at the class were working 
with tbe teacher or engaged in seat work. The pupil.......teacher called 
out the word cards. The pupU having the word on his colored card 
placed the word card on the square having the same word. The child 
who covered all nine squares first was the next caller. 
The follOWing words from Unit III and a few review words 
were included on the cards: 
bank run 
moon glass 
stuck wonderful. 
slippery 
belt 
branch 
Timothy angry 
frightened goblin 
wore quiet 
.... .. 
young 
forest 
toward 
l 
II 
!! 
"~ 
I 
trap 
where 
answered 
saw 
tiny 
saved 
whol.e 
minute 
against 
Percival 
stool 
muskrat 
muffler 
months 
above woodehuckt s danger 
possum jungle 
was magic quiek 
.... 
mud 
there 
ring 
often 
shell. 
elephant 
free 
middle 
Tumble 
squeak 
peddler 
visit 
kicking 
plosets 
plenty 
promise 
were 
fairy 
remembex-ed 
suddenly 
upset 
sent 
that 
wise 
later 
swallcm 
Evaluation: The children knew their reading words much better. The 
· game was fun to plq and the cbUdren looked forward with anticipation 
to plt;¢.ng it. 
II 
l bank 
moon glass be\t 
wonderful branch 
? 
~: 
[\ 
q 
! 
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group of seven 
J.im: To improve the reading and expression Qf·slow readers. 
-
Materials: The poei!l:t *'Brave and True and Kind" by Alice Hoffman. 
Time: Twenty minutes. 
-
Procedure: The teacher read the poem through to the group o£ seven 
children. Then they au. read the first verse together, the second 
verse, and so on until they could alJ. read the four verses fairly wen. 
The meaning of the poem was discussed, and they decided to pair o££ 
and act out each verse as they ~sad it, 
Eval.uation: The children learned the new words quite rapidly, improved . ') 
their expression a great deal and enjoyed the reading material. 
BRAVE .AND TRUE AND KIND 
By Alice Crovmll Ho.ttman 
First Child 
Itm not so big as Washington, 
So brave, so kind, so true, 
But I can try to be as brave 
As he 'WaSJ so can you. 
If someone tries to make me act 
In ways that are not right, 
I can bravely answer "Non 
With all m:r little might. 
..... 
.4 
# 
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Second Child 
I can be true, like Washington, 
To my dear countryts flag. 
A little child ean hold it high 
And never let it drag. 
I can be true to friends and home; 
Be true to everyone. 
I can be true to what is right, 
Just like George Washington. 
Third Child 
I can be 1dnd .like Washington, 
To i'a.ther1 sister, brotherJ 
Like Wa.sb:ington1 I, too.t can be 
A good son to 1IW mother. 
I can be kittd like Washington1 
To everyone I meet .. 
When others say cross, ugly things, 
I can keep fil3' words sweet. 
All 
--
Though Washington was big and strong, 
lind we are weak and small., 
We ean be brave and true and kind, 
As he wa.s1 one and all. 
Group of six 
egg cup 
cake nose bef suit 
JJ. 
ICe 
Aim: To provide pr ctice in hearing the vowel ounds. 
Uaterials: Colored cardboard 22" x 28 ", oak t 5 n x 7", crayons, 
pen, India ink, 3-1/2" x 4" deep envelopes, 5" x 2" rd cards or oak 
t , sm::r she t , cimeographod foll - up sheet, Around ~ Corner 
work book by Ginn and Company. 
Tii:nea Five lo-minute p riods. 
ocedure: On th 5" x 7" o t , the teacher drew labeled 
pictur s of ten key words end mounted th.e:l onto yell01'1 cardboard. T n 
envelopes re placed bel01'1 the pictures to serve s pock ts for rd 
card a . A pupil swcr h t , containing the words found on th 50 
trord cards, prepared to include the foll0\7ing words: 
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r..·····\ . .r l ~ ; .' 
•I' 
II 
II 
I !I 
~~ 
!I 
1-~I 
I 
J 
I 
I 
I 
!EEle fish box ~ a 
- -
sad Jim stop bed truck 
fl.ash is block shed uncle 
track pig frog tent run 
glad trick spot led sun 
fat tip trot went thump 
; ......... 
cake ll ice nose bee suit -; 
- - - - -J· 
.. 
Casey. f- light show wheel nrusic 
1 
wait ·~ fine rode beans fruit 
,4 
wave 1 ! 
gate 
..... t:• 
• p:Ue coat sheep use 7 • 
bright both .\ eat Susan:i 
same white cold tree blue • 
""-•'-
A group of six children was assigned to this chart 'Wh:Ue 
another group worked with the teacher and the rest of the class was 
engaged in seatwork. The pupil-teacher, one of the six children, 
checked responses with the answer sheet.. Each child took a turn and 
said, '!.!y word is t track. t The vowel is t a. t It sounds like 1 apple.' n 
Throughout the week, the entire class of 36 pupils had practiced at 
this chart in groups o£ six. 
Evaluation: The children acquired more accurate knowl.edge of hearing 
vowel sounds. The follQ'W'.oooup sheet, the srune as page 26 of the work 
book !l, ru?_ and team Book, that accompanies Around 2 Corner by- 'ainu 
and Company, showed good results. They were as follows: 15 - lOO•s, 
1.36 
16 - 1x, 4 - 2xt 1 - )x. I 
----- ---~ ---- .Ji ______ ------ ------ ·------------------------------- --------~---- --- ~- ··--~L_. __________ _ 
il 
11 :1 ll II 
,, !1 
) d 
• 
Variations: A similar chart can be made to accompany the next basal 
reader, Finding ~ ~eighbors by Ginn and Company. The words may be 
found in the work book on page 11. 
E I 
. 
• f 
mane ma +'eet ten lines f.~h 
L 5 I s L s L 
0 u 
L L 
s .__.. s post clock tube tub 
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Draw a line under the rient words. 
-- - ------
l.~hort a 2.Short e '!.Short i 4.Short o c;.snort u 
~~ /-... .. , . \r--~ r. -:;r--, \ --~ ~ I I. I'·- I --·;Y .. ~· ('-./' '--~/ . - ~ 
-:::-1' 
apple fien box ~ ege. cup 
I 
I 
~ 
candy bed Jim drop truck 
tbat get it stop just 
sad well lig.l.t blosk blue 
Caaey he is pole uncle 
flaab wtleel 
I thing frog jump I • l"al18 end i tie spot cub 
that I S'led P18 los I run 
track beana tlae OQ up 
walt tent tr1ok aDolf ... 
' 6 . Long a ? .Long e ! cl . L')ng i 9.i..ong 0 lO.Long u 
., 
-
---, ? 
I ~ - i 1-!l-.... ... 
_,.. 
' 
I 
,., 
:\ ,. \ r" . ... l ,4. _,~ F[~,~ , \... ., v-- -- . \... .... '-. ..-· ' ~t\ ,! i I '-... • I 
, -~ - ~--< ' r { , - ~ . -v 
--·- ~ ' : \•- ..;-- ) - - \ - ~ -
... :· '• I,-. I . 11 • 
cake bee ice rose suit 
wave street pile rope music 
eave sheep fiSt1 trot fruit 
face led five blow us 
fat 'lle brignt rode use 
nail wer1t lions coat SuA an 
~ate sleep ~iar1t home sun 
Clay eat tip botn tnunp 
slad be wife don't blue 
same tree vlni t e cold eun 
·::-"" 
; ·~ 
!I 
:I 
;I 
II 
" 11 
'· ij 
1! !I I. 
II 
'l 
!! 
I 
I 
I 
~~ 
••• 
Group of fo~ 
• 
Aim: To provide practice in distinguishing the beginning 
-
consonant sound of b, p1 and c (the k sound) J and transferring the 
sounds to a written letter. 
Materials: Oaktag, pictures cut from magazine advertisements. 
·' 
Times 
-
Fifteen to twenty minutes. 
Procedure: Twel~lt-1/2"" 3-l/h• cards cut from oak tag were used. 
!, Each one was n~~#d and each had a picture pasted on it_~::t·~,When the 
1
1 
chlld said the, n~ o£ the piotllred :l.tem an each card, f~ 'began with 
II tbe letter b1 fo~i[Fith the l.etter p and four with c { t~~ It ~ound). 
~ 1.-~... \ ·~ t. II.. . '.t r., These cards were g$ven to the poorest reading group which:. ne~ded prac-
1 /' j J~ ' 
·v ··"•? ~ I tice in hearing sounds and relating them to the printed letterer Each 
l 
I 
II 
II 
I 
II 
II 
j.,i 
I 
II 
I 
,! 
il ,, 
li 
i 
I 
ch:Ud was given three cards and a piece ot paper which P,e was to num-
ber from one to twelve. Beside each mnnber on the paper, the child 
was to write the l.etter Which stood for the beginning sound he hea:rd 
when he said the mmte of the picture which had ·l:ihe corresponding num-
ber. After finishing his three cards, he passed them to his left and 
received three more from his right. When all twelve cards were com-
pl.eted the papers were corrected by the group with the teacher's aid. 
Evaluation: A l.ist of the correct answers for each card was available 
for the chUdren who might want to use these cards in their free time. 
However, these four boys were not willing to work on their own but were 
ready to copy the correct answers without giving any thought to the why 
i' I . 
~-- ---~-· ·----"----· ... --------- . -------------------------·--·· ------------------ ·-- ---- --------·--
or herefore. For this reason it seemed wise not to I!lS.ko the list of 
answers available to them. In this way each boy had to rely on his 
own BbUity to hasr and transpose the sounds to tho written form. 
Letter formation difficulties were also found through the use of these 
cords . 
0r0Ul>S of thr 
Aim: To provide furth r prsctice in oral re .ine and retention. 
Btcriols: Grtzy, Willi s., and others, !!._ Str ets ~ Roads . 
Timo: Twenty minutes. 
Procedure: Both top and second oup got togeth r in groups of thr o 
to ro-r tho story that had clreody been read by both groups. On 
froo the top group ssigncd to uork 'With t o of the ciddl.o group. 
There was at least one boy in each group. ach took turns r edfn8 
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ti ji 
il 
il 
___ _j 
!I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
section, then each one asked five questions to be answered in a good 
fftelling" sentence.. Later the teacher checlced each group by asking 
for the question that they felt was the best in the particular setup. 
Different gronps ware assigned each time. 
Evaluationr The chlldren enjoyed reading together. They helped those 
who had trouble with the words and seemed ta enjoy the questioning 
period. The activity was very successful in giving more practice in 
oral reading and helped those who were in need of more practice toward 
the development of retention powers .. 
Gr!?JlES of two 
Aim: 
-
To provide added practice in oral. reading tor the slow 
readers. 
Materials: Reading text: Friendlz Village or !! ! Were Goins." 
T:i.me: 
-
~ free time after work is completed., 
Proceduret Any cb:Ud of the slower groups may pick a partner (after 
both have completed the assigned work) and sit together in a corner 
o£ the room 'With the reading text. One child will read the current 
story aloud. The one who is not reading will help with the ditfiCUJ. t 
words. The eitua.tion is then reversed. Each child has read the story 
s:Uently at. his seat before joining the other ch:U.d. 
11 EvaJ.ua.tion~ This method has stirn:W.ated the _reading ot a book that was 
i 
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• i ~~~ 
IL 
I p 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
il 
i 
! 
becoming dull to the slower groups •. It has given those who need it, 
the extra practice of reading aloud to someone. It bas improved the~ 
reading rate and comprehension on stories they have not had a chance 
to have extra practice with. 
Aim: To give additional. practice in learning wrds from the 
-
vocabulary list. 
MateriaJ.s: Paper leaves with vocabulary words written on them, large 
tree with long bare branches on drawing paper, box (about the size of 
a oigar box) (I 
Time: Fifteen minutes. 
~
Procedure: This game was used with six of the poorest readers. In 
a previous lesson each ch:Ud had drawn a large tree with long branches 
and had cut six leaves out of dl*awing paper. On every leaf he wrote 
a vocabulary word. The following words were used: just, happy, birth-
d~, cage> gave, ring. Each child ~ given a box for his leaves. 
Ai'ter the ch:Udren were assigned to work in groups of two, 
one child in each group was instruoted to draw a leaf' from his box. 
If he read the word correctly, he pinned it to .a branch of' his tree .. 
If he did not know the word, he put it back in his box,. M."ter he had 
1. 
· had his turnJJ his partner followed the same procedure. 
I Eval.uationa Every chlld pinned tbe leaves on the tree correctly. 
fl ~-=-=-=-=--=-=·=-~~'-=·=-·-=·=-=-=-=·~=---~-=---~-=---~-~=-=--===--=-=·-=-=--=-=-=·~-=·-=-==--~-==-~--=--=-=-=-=-==--=-=·---=-=-==--=-=--=-==-=--=-~~--==-==·-*=====---
il 
I! 
:! !f 
'~ 
• 
•••• 
!I 
II 
\I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
II I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
'When the teacher asked the six ch:Udren the words, only one child 
did not know one of the words. 
Variation or Follow.-¥: This game may be used with other reading 
groups. It may also be varied by putting apples in a basket or orna• 
mente on a Christmas tree. New vocabulary words might be added to the 
tree each day. 
~: To classify words thrwgh picture asseeiation. 
'Materials t Colored construction paper, G~es !2, fl& work book by 
Ginn and Company, white paper~ iiype'!liriter, paste1 crayons,. envelopes, 
scissors. 
Time: Ten minuteso 
-
Procedure: The teacher cut a sheet of construction paper into 
311 x 2·1/211 squ.areso On three squares were pasted three unrelated 
pictures found in the Games ~ ~ work book.s Grade 1. On 211 x 1 u 
construction paper was pasted 1•3/4" x 3/4n white paper 'With the 
typed words relating to the three pictures. On the baok of one of 
the picturea and the word cards relating to it was a red circle. On 
the back of the second picture and its related word cards was drawn 
a black x, and on the back of the third picture and its related word ii 
ll r cards was drawn a purple square. These pictures and word cards were 
'I 
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,l placed in a ]Jtt X 6tt envelope. Ten different envelopes were made in 
___ j -------- ---------- ---· ------··-:;_=.;-------------- -----· ------ --------- - .... ---------
!1--~ 
lj 
•• . ~ •• •• 
this way. 
When any two pupils completed their work, they got an 
envelope. Each took a turn reading one of the words and placing it 
under the correct picture. . When all the words -were classifiedJ the 
picture and word cards were turned over to the back and the markings 
were checked for possible errors. 
The following ten envel.opes were at the ch:Udren's dis-I posal• 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
ll 
/' 
\ 
__________ _![_ _______________________ -··--·- ···------·-···-·--·-·----·----···----------·-···-·-·- ·----------- ·---------·-
I' II !! I 
:: II !i - ... ~,· ,I :' t . . ~- ~ ., 

I 
' 
'i 
'I 
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II :! -~--=-·-"" -·-;r ·--I 
'! I I ~bag Carriase Sandwich i ij 
\ 
II letters bonnet lettuce ,, 
• 
'i mailman· baby bread I !i 
'I I, post card~ blankets tomatoes p 
!I stamps doll butter 
!I 
'I I, leather bottle crust 
II li special. delivery wheels slices i' II 
envelopes hood lunch 
il I ' ;. 
address pillow mayonnaise i 
I newspapers handle picnic 
II I II packages ,, 
'I 
1: post office 
lj 
l1 
* ~~- * ll 
i! BiCJEle Duck Tent. ,, ll - -
,. 
wheels water canvas II 
il handle bar feathers camp G"' q 
:I 
II 
horn beak poles 
lights webbed feet shelter ,, 
'! II 
spokes swims boy scouts I n l\ II !I d pedals floats campfire " II 
II I• chain wings cots li 
I' 
,I I' tires beady eyes lantern 
·I ll 
\1 mnnber plate quacks blankets 
ll 
metal tail. II If campers i! ,. 
ii •' li seat O'!ltdoor cooking i' 
·I II II 
II _____ 11 il 
==# _l _____ ;I q I, 
·I p I' i 
" i II 
:: 
-
--
- ----~- - -----==-=---=--- -k-"-------~·---· --------
' 
'I I' il 
!I 
--
II Bat Mittens ~lane 
II 
-
baseball warm aviator 
I pitcher .fingers landing field 
I diamond knitted airport 
catcher 'WOOl radar 
ball th\ttnb airship 
strike hands control tower 
foul ball winter· fiying 
bases frostbite instrument board 
home :run pa~· jet plane 
team pilot 
'Ulllpi:re propeller 
nine players run wa;y 
* * * 
Cmnel Farmer Soldier 
h'l'lmpS .fields war 
desert plow wee;pons 
water crops rifle 
Arabs tractor BZ'f!!Y 
I 
I dunes chickens march 
,, sand garden pistol 
caravan seeds machine gun 
11. eggs bullets l barn hero 
oasis silo 
saddle cows medaJ.s 
__ : .... ________ ._j ________ -----------·---··------·------~------·------------~-
II 
!I 
'I 
I 
II 
H 
l.47 
' 
" d!I 
I' II 
I' 
Telephone 
receiver 
ring 
busy signal 
dial 
n'lllllbers 
operator 
'Wires 
party line 
mouthpiece 
Kitten 
purr 
soft tur 
mew 
whiskers 
paw 
mouse 
pet 
milk 
scratches 
message friendly 
conversation tame 
'rree 
-
bark 
forest 
branches 
limbs 
woods 
twigs 
lumber 
shade 
roots 
climb 
pulp 
* * * 
Moon 
~
sky 
night 
stars 
eclipse 
heaven 
shine 
}og 
lumber 
paper 
tree 
forest 
house 
carpenter 
saw 
chop 
boards 
e:reep 
bonnet 
lullaby 
disper 
rattle 
dimple 
nap 
high chail" 
grandchUd 
formula 
!I 
------~ . 
r; ...... ____ ~~~~ 
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Evaluation• The chil.dren enjoyed classifying words through picture 
association. The self .... ehecldng device was helpful because the ch:U.-
dren could check their responses 'Without waiting for the teacher. 
Any unfamiliar words were derived by eit.her ot the partners • 
GrO¥PS of two 
Aimt To read for information. 
~
Materials: Reading book and envelope with questions and answers. 
Timet Fifteen minutes. 
~
Procedure: The teacher told the ebildrell to read the story on pages 
I 
l4•19 in the book and then -open up the envelope for that page. Both 
peopJ.e must finish the story silently before the enveJ.ope is t'Jpened. 
The directions were on the envelCif.Pe. 
Evaluation: This was good for critical reading and gave practice in 
the ability to eva1.uate facts in. terms of a given situation. 
~''T'c\ \tt,~~e \)o.\\~\-~ \"\- \'\ . \ ~ l. ~eo~'" o~~) 
' ~ ~~'!> 114 -1'1 ,;;~-... ,~ "'"~ "'""-" ~-\,.,"+.... ..... .. 
l ~...;,~ .. ~ \o."-e... o. 5\,V \ ... ., .... ~ \!..,._\o~e.. 'i.~ .... ~ ( 
\e.\\ ~ \a.)~ \-o ~ . 
P rt 1 
Joe and Polly found tr osu e hich os 
different from wh t they expected . Read 
e oh thing belo to your p rtn r ond see 
ho mony he con n me s baing things they 
found . The correct no r~ r h ve o ( ) 
chock in rront of them . 
gold key 
n old map 
gold paper 
t o bundles 
book obout irpl nee 
atory book 
sunsuit 
ke believe money 
r incoot 
blue boot 
P rt 2 
t o r inhata • 
r iry 
o r 1 je e 1 
c ndy 
c· horn 
c ndy money 
tiny gold shovel 
directionc for buildin 
boat 
Re d tho e sent noes to your p rtner nd e 
if b o n tell you 1£ th things in them 
lly did b ppen in tho story . The true 
a nt ncos h ve (o) stor in front of them . 
§ Polly nd Joe P rk r were pl yin 
Polly s buried tre suro . (Jo 
not Polly) 
* fter tho chilrlron ote supper th y r n 
out to dig for tho tr o ure • 
.1\s soon th chest s out of the nd , 
Joo·turn d the key nd op nod the lock . 
* In t cho t they found m bali v mon • 
Suddenly the ohildr n h rd four b lle , th 
c 11 to upper . (They h rd a bell , not four) 
Grop.ps of two 
Aim: To develop the ability to select the correct word to 
~
complete a sentence. 
Materials a fet'awt!Y:. Ports: mrk book_, PP• 6-7} pencils. 
Time: 'rlrlJ;>ty .... fi ve minutes. 
~
• 
Procedure: The third group in reading, consisting o.f' eight cb:Udrent 
wss told to work on pages 6 and 7 in their work books with a partner. 
The vrork book pages were based on the stoey the group had .finished 
• reading, "Timothy's Antlers n,. The teacher explained how to do page 6 
- n:Fill in the missing words.; using the vmrds at the right. rr These 
ere the sentences taken £rom page sixl 
FiJ.l in the missing words, using the words at the right. 
l. Timothy wanted ----just like his father's. 
2.., He walked the woods to find some. 
.3. First Timothy saw a. green ___ ..._. 
4. · Then he saw a ---- eating grass. 
5. Next he found a crawling 6long"' 
----
6. Then he stopped to talk to a big ___ ...,. 
7. Next he saw a ----·· 
8. Last o£ all, Timothy saw a ...... ---..:• 
9. After a. long time., he saw his ----·· 
10. His grandfather knew a.---- about Timothy. 
rabbit 
knew 
most 
stupid 
through 
mirror 
frog 
secret 
please 
smiled 
antlers 
grand:f.'ather 
bear. 
porcupine 
sharp 
turtle 
11. Timothy's mother told him to look 'in the ___ ...,. polite 
12. Then Timothy ---- the secret, too. squirrel. 
_t; ...... ~~ • f . ...-- .;.; .. ,.. 
lSO 
r ~ # ~ i 
The directions for the top of page 6 were: 
Add ~ to these words to make longer 'WOrds. Write the words on the 
lines. 
dear wise sad kind 
soft most sharp father 
glad quick stupid secret 
polite friend proud 
The bottom of the page had the directions• 
FUl in the missing wordG1 using the words at the right. 
1. Timothy's father walked ____ with his head 
in the air. 
2. Timothy• s mother taught him to talk • 
3· Timothy tiptoed over to the rabbit very • 
4. The squirrel was not to Timothy. 
5. He did not answer Timothy very • 
6. Timothy had given up1 when along· came 
his grandfather. 
7. Mother Deer smiled in her way. 
8. Timothy said ___ __, lii cant t find any antlers. n 
motherly 
politely 
nearly 
proudly 
softly 
badly 
sharply 
friendly 
sadly 
kindl.y 
dearl.y 
After the chndren had thoroughly understood the directions 
.. 
II I 1$.1. ) 
l\ I 
l 
they began. to work together. They read the sentences to each ether 
and then deCided upon a word that would make the sentence correct. 
When they selected a word, the,y wrote the answer on the work book page~ 
Eva1 uation: The children in this group work much better with a partner 
than alone. They d.ispl.~ more interest in their work 'When working to-
gether. They really need the chance to mrk together, checking with 
each other the understanding of Vlbat should be done .. 
When they came up at the end of the reeding period to have 
their work checked, all the wor.k was correct. They made up sentences 
orall.y using some of the -words they had written at the top of page 
sewn. 
It is safe to saw- the results would in all probab:Uity 
not have been so good if' those poor readers. were made to do the work 
on their own. 
~o3Ws of two 
Aimt To achieve comprehension with an increased but rea.sonabl.e 
~
rate of speed by developing attention to phrasing. 
Materials: Chart with phrases from story w.t th questions to be snswered1 
i:o.dividual phrase booklets, reading books The New Streets a:nd Roads. 
~ ............... ~
Time: Thirt~five minuteS!l 
-
Procedure: The teacher beard the first chUd read the phrases of the 
story-, tiThe Picnic Place, n f'~om the chart.. This pupil. then heard the 
.. · ~~.~ 
;d.-::::.·;:.: 
next one 'Who then became the teacher tor the next one. This procedure 
continued untll all the children in the group had read the clmrt. 
A:f'ter reading the cha:rt each child took a. phrase booklet to his seat 
and studied it s:Uently. The first child read his booklet to the 
and then became a pupil-teacher :for the next child. The same procedure 
followed :for the chart reading was followed with the read:i..ng of the 
phrase booklets. After eaeh child read his booklet he studied the 
story, '!The Picnic Place" and found +.he answers to the questions on 
the chert. The story was read ora.U.y and the questions were answered 
after the reading,. 
Evaluation: The story was well read ~ally and the cbildren vrere able 
to answer the qu.estions.. The lesson bad been given sufficient drill.. 
Variati~~: Individual phrase study sheets instead o£ booklets mey be 
used. Questions on individual sheets with spaces :for answers to be 
'Wl'i tten. Children may work in pairs for this lesson ohecld.ng each 
other for correct answers • 
lS3 
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tfuole Class and Groups of ten 
Aim: 
-
To learn the cause of day and night. 
Materials& Globe, £la.shlight1 chalk. 
Time& Twenty minutes~ 
-
Procedure: A chalk mark was marked on the globe to indicate the spot 
where the children lived.. The shades were then drawn to darken the 
room as much as possible. The teacher asked one of the children to 
hold the flashlight so that the lj.ght would shine on the chalkmark on 
the globe• The teacher slowly t14~ned the globe from west to east so 
that the children could obsel"ve what happened during one complete ro-
tation~ The class was then divided into four small groups of about 
ten and the demonstration repeated so that each group could take turns 
standing close to the globe. This allowed for easier and better ob• 
servation. These two facts were brought out during the demonstration: 
l. The earth is round like a ball, therefore, only half of it can be 
lighted at onceJ 2. The earth gets its light from the sun. This dem ... 
onstration is described on page 156 of Elementar,y School Science and 
----=- ---- ----
How to Teach it by Blough and Huggett .. 
............. ...... ---
Evaluation: The childl"en enjoyed. keeping an eye on the ch~k and 
thus observing the effects of the earth' s rotation on the shining of 
the light on their homes. 
I, 
- -·--- . ---- JL ____ . _________ _ 
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Whole Class and Groups of ten 
~~ To demonstrate that air has pressureo 
Materialst A glass, water, a basin, cardboard. 
Timet Twenty rninutese 
-
Procedure: The following demonstration was »ertormed before the 
class: The teacher placed a piece of cardboard over a full glass of 
water; holding the cardboard firmly to the glass, the glass was in• 
verted over the basinJ the teach~ then removed her hand from the 
cardboard. I£ no trace of air WE.s in the glass when it was covered, 
the water would t"emain in the glass., The class was then divided into 
four groups o£ about ten to allow for a closer observation. Two of 
the children from each group tried the experiment wi tb assistance from 
the teacher and the other members of the group.. Following the demon-
stration, the class discussed the reasons for the success or failure 
of the experimenters. It was brought out that it was necessar,y for no 
air to be left in the glass when it was covered in order to assure suc-
cess, since it was the pressure of the air on the outside of the glass 
which caused the water to remain in the inverted glass. This demon-
( 
stration may be found described on page 200 of Element~ School Science 
and How to Teach it by Blough and Huggett • 
...,......___. .......... _ ........ 
Evaluation: This demonstrated very well that air presslU"e has a very 
real force. The children enjoyed performing and watching this simple 
demonstration. This also might be used as a good starting point for a 
1-
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study of the weather and its changes" 
Groups of nine 
Aim: 
-
To show children the attraction of magnets and electro• 
ma.gnets. 
Materials# D:ry cell battery 6 ... 1/4" x 2-1/2", 3-1/2" nail, 4 feet of 
copper wire, pyrex dish cupcake size, needle, sheet of paper, string1 
various sized nails, paper clips, hairpins, bar magnet, horseshoe mag-
net, and U magnet. 
Timet Thirty minutes. 
-
Procedure: The teacher demonstrated to the entire class in the first 
ten minutes bow to magnetize the 3-1/2" nail using th~ dry cell bat-
tery and bow it could attract various objects. The copper wire was 
attached to the positive pole of the cell, then wrapped around the 
nail, and the :remaining end attached to the negative pole of the cell. 
It looked like this: 
1>RY CELL 
Various objects on the teacher's deSk were pulled toward the mag-
netized nail. The children observed which objeots were drawn or not 
drawn to the magnet. Next, the pyrex dish was filled w.i th water and 
a magnetized needle was allowed to float. The teacher explained the 
1.$7 
north and south position at which the needle rested" similar to the 
needle of a compass. Lastly, she demonstrated the magnet's pull 
through paper.. The next ten minutes, the class was divided into .four 
groups of nine children., Group l was assigned to the electro-magnet, 
group 2 to the bar magnet, group .3 to the horseshoe magnet, group 4 to 
the U magnet. . The children were allowed to bring to their magnet a:ny 
item found in their corner o:f the room. Following this period of dis• 
covary, a chart was made through teacher questioning, listing the un• 
derstandings developed through this experiences 
1. Magnets pull things made of iron and steel. 
2. A magnet does not attract string, paper, and many other 
things. 
3. The pull of a magnet goes through paper, glass, air1 and 
watero 
4. There are dif.ferent kinds o.f magnetst Bar, horseshoe, and 
U magnet .. 
S. Some magnets are stronger than others. 
6. A magnet has north and south poles. 
7. The earth is a huge magnet. 
8.. Unlike poles attract; like poles repel. 
9. An electro-magnet is not a magnet untU the electricity 
goes through it .. 
Eva.luationt The children saw the pull of the magnets. They were in-
terested in lmowing where they could buy a dry cell for their o-vm 
1 home experimentation .. 
L_ ______ _ 
·-~ 
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Whole Class and Groups of two 
Aim: 
-
To discover that water will rust iron or iron compounds 
unless they are protected. 
Materials: Painted and unpainted nails, newspaper, water. 
Time& One lO•minute period followed by a. .$-minute period two 
-
days later., 
Procedures The chUdren were provided with a. painted nail and an 
unpainted nail and a. piece o:f newspaper. The teacher asked the chil-
dren if they knew Why iron fences., hydrants and elevated uprights were 
painted. No child knew the answer. The tea.ohe:r told the children 
that they would know the answer after they had performed this experi-
ment with the nails.. The teacher bad the chilch-en soak their news ... 
papers in a pail of water and squeeze them until most of the dripping 
had stopped. She then bad the chU~en wrap both nails in this wet 
newspaper. These packages were placed in an empty pail overnight. 
Two days later at the five-minute science period the children unwrapped 
the nails. They discovered that the unpainted nails showed signs of 
rust and the painted nails showed no change. 
Evalua:tiom The children enjoyed this experiment.. They :found out 
that U»on or iron compounds,; when exposed to rain or dampness, must 
be painted to avoid rusting. Also they discovered that iron or iron 
compounds unpainted must be put under cover away from dampness and rain. 
At another lesson the children discussed other methods of protecting 
l$9 
I! 
I 
l 
iron and iron compounds and how to protect things such as skates, sleds, 
bicycles, garden tools, etc. 
Gros>s of four 
A:i.IJU To teach the reading and meaning of the thermometer. 
-
Materialst Themometer, a bowl of melting ioe cubes, a.nd a bowl of 
warm water. 
Timac Fifteen minutes 
Procedure: One of the pupils placed the lower end of the thermometer 
in the cold water and the class observed the results. Then he repeated 
this 1 using the warm water. The class concluded that the liquid moved 
down when it was cold and s> when it was warm. 
The thermometer was then given to various pupils to QPlore 
different parts of the room (windowpane, radiator, floor, etc.). As 
. 
each child took his turn in finding a spot• he was told to read the 
number nearest to the liquid. 
The class was then divided into four groups and each group 
made a chart and a pioture of a different season of the year. For 
examples 
r----------------
I 
I 
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Evaluationa The children enjoyed this experience, they could all read 
the thermometer and relate its meaning to the teacher. 
Gro:p£s of six 
Aimt To find how important air is to us. 
-
Materials: Paper tissues, water, dry plants, paper bags, dri:nking 
glasses, cardboard, large handkerchiefs1 string, balloons, small weights, 
Time: Forty minutes 
-
Procedure' '.l.'he class had been studying about air. Now they were 
:ready to try some experiments about air. 
'.l.'he class was divided into five groups of six children 
each. Each group was going to practice an e:x:periment about air. Then 
they would take turns shQwing and explaining their experiment to the 
·whole class. The groups were given the directions for performing the 
experiments, but they were told to see if they could decide what their 
experiment proved. I£ they could not decide, the rest of the class 
would help decide. 
These were the experiments the groups used: 
Group 1: Press a paper tissue over your nose and mouth for a few 
minutes. You will find that it is not easy to breathe. Now press so 
hard that you cannot breathe at all. What does this prove? 
Group 2t Pour some water on a dry plant.. Watch the dirt carefully 
========~==========-=~-=-=~~~=-=-=-==--=-=================================-=--=-=-~===-~··=·-~--~--
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to see what will happen,. Can you explain what is happening? Why? 
Group .3: Blow into a paper bag • Hold the top shut. so no air can 
escape. What has happened to the bag? Why? 
Group 4: Fill a glass of water full. Cover the glass with a piece 
of cardboard. While holding the cardboard in place, turn the glass 
upside down. The glass may be carefully moved to different angles and 
the water will not be spilled. Why will. the water stay in the glass? 
Group 5: Make a parac~te by tying a string to each corner of a 
large handkerchief. Tie the four strings to a weight (small stone or 
eraser) • Hold the handkerchief and wind the strings around it and 
throw the parachute up high. It will open and float to the ground. 
'What docs this prove? 
~ese experiments were typed on a .3" x 511 card. 
Each child in group l was given a Kleenex to use for the 
experiment. Six plants that were fairly dry t-vere used for the second 
group. Dry dirt could be used instead of a dry plant if necessary. 
Each child in group 3 had a paper bag to try to decide why the bag 
swelled when they blew into it. Group 4 worked over the sink located 
in the room, and each had a glass and cardboard. Each member of the 
fifth group had a handkerchief, string, and an eraser (used as a weight). 
When the groups had had enough time to try their experi-
menta and decide what the experiments proved, one person was chosen 
from each group to do his experiment for the whole class and explain 
what his group thought the experiment proved •. 
162 
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Evaluation: Arter performing his experiment, a person from the first 
group told the class his experiment proved the importance oi' air to 
us ... we couldn't live without ai:r. 
. A child from the second group deoided his experiment 
proved that air is in soil.. 
The leader .from group 3 had no trouble explaining his 
experiment proved that air takes up space. 
A member of group h figured ou~ that the water stayed 
in the glass 'When turned upside down because air ~rts pressure in 
all directions. 
'.rhe class had to help group S explain what their experiment 
was s'llpposed to prove. Most of them mentioned the fact the parachute 
came dow due to gravity. They needed help to real.ize the experiment 
was proving that air can support a weight. 
These experiments hel.ped the obildren to understand how 
valuable air is to us and to improve some of their skills a 
Ability to handle the simpl.e materials needed .. 
Ab:Uity to observe accurately. 
Aim: 
-
Ability to draw correct concl.usions .from accurately 
observed results. 
Respect fw another's point of view, being willing to 
change his point of view. 
Groyps of five 
1'o learn more about our New England weather patterns. 
163 
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Materials: Clouds1 thermostat, reference books. 
Timet Long ... range program; initial time spent was 10 minutes, and 
-
5 minutes a day from then on. 
Procedure: The class discussed the weather and what could make it re-
·act as it does. The teacher thought that they could learn about cold, 
the extremes of it and what its effects are.. Clouds and winds in 
general were introduced as forms of future forecasting. Types of clouds 
were · studied.. A chart tms made by a group of five children and these 1 
as Group I continued to 't~atch the sldes for different formations and 
reported on them whenever the,y p~esented themselves. Five more students 
as Group II were assigned to look· up directions of winds and give re-
ports of them as each day went by.- Group III tvas assigned to report 
' 
every day from their homes what their outdoor thermostat read. One from 
these five took charge of moving Ol!tt' temperature chart in the class 
whieb indicetes the morning tempetatu:re.. Another group of five, lmovm 
as Group IV, gathered the inf'ormation from the other groups, listed it 
on the board i'or the day, and attempted to forecast. The last group of 
youngsters worked on a cb~t showing the variations in the everyday 
temperature. The~e five groups kept their as13igned tasks for three weeks 
and· then all eha.ilged groups. Everyone got a chance. to work at the dif-
, .. ·! ~. ~~" . . . 
·· - £e:rent' jobs. If after rotat~ to another group dif.fieul ty arose, a 
, ..... ·,:; .. · . 
·-child who had previously 'been suooessful in i;b.at group would be asked 
for his hel.p., 
. . 
Evaluation; Very successful so .farp and ch.Uch-en are' still very 
I 
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fascinated by it. They constantly notice the changes in clouds, winds, 
and the patterns .of weather by days and weeks. 
Group of four 
Aim: To build a planeta:ri\1Ill. 
Materialss Ereetor set with a motorJt sawdust, paint, string, and 
paste .. 
Timer Two 40~minute periods. 
-
Proceduret One chUd, who brought in the erector set was allowed to 
pick three other people to work with him!> Then the four boys built 
from the erector set a construction of a tower w.l th several arms which 
revolved.. To eaeh of these arms they attached painted balls made from 
sawdust and paste which were to represent the planets in their di.f-
ferent orbits. 
Evaluation: These boys oreated for the whole class and themselves a 
more realistie view of how the planets travel around the sun. They 
worked w1 thout supervision within the classroom and always remembered 
the others in the room by being quiet. 
l6S 
Group of three 
Ainu To make a coal flower. 
-
Materialst Dish, water, salt, bluing, ammonia, red ink or red food 
coloring, coal. 
~~ About ten minutes. 
Procedural Three children were chosen to work on this experiment. 
The first child placed a piece of coal in the center of a soup dish. 
He poured three tablespoons of water around the coal. The second 
child put three tablespoons of salt, followed by three tablespoons of 
bluing around the coal.. The third child poured one tablespoon of am-
monia around the coal. He then put one teaspoon of red ink directly 
on the coal. 
Evaluation: The children ·were successful in making the flower. With-
in half an hour a chalk-like flower appeared. 
Caution: Keep ammonia away from face. 
Groups of two 
Aim: 
-
To observe what has been brought in and to gather more 
information about the unknown object. 
Materials: Rocks, stones, nests, pictures, magnets. 
1.66 
Twenty minutes. 
Procedure: When any objeet was brought in the whole elass had a 
chance to look at i tJ then the person who had brought it in chose 
someone to help him look for further information. Then the rest of the 
class in its spare time grouped in pairs to help gather information. 
At the end or the day all information was gathered and those children 
who had worked together got credit for what was presented.. The child 
who had brought in the ob;)!'flct was able to tell the class all that. was 
lmcrnn about it. I£ the child who was giving the details forgot some 
detail~ the one who lmew it could stand and report on the forgotten 
fact. 
Evaluations Results sre always satisfactory. Poor students are helped 
because a good one may read the necessar.y information for them. The 
whole class gathers information by listening to the results or the r~­
search and all observe for themselves whether it is on their own or as 
a class. 
1.67 
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'Whole ala.ss 
~= To wi te a. message or story using picture language~ 
Materials: Chalkboard1 colored chalk$ 9 x 12 construction paper~ 
~~ Thirty minutes. 
Procedure: Following a discussion of the methods which the Indians 
used for communicating, the children decided to attempt a stoey or 
message using picture la:nguage.. The children were instructed to 
imagine themselves Indians trying to put across a. message through the 
use of pictures. The figures used were to be of the stick figure type. 
The teacher demonstrated a stick figure of a horse on the chalkboard. 
Other possible symbols were discussed such as clouds with rain falling, 
the sun., bow and arrow and animal tracks.. The teacher also stressed 
·that connecting words such as and, or1 but and so were unnecessary. 
Each child was given a sheet of construction paper and chalk of various 
colors was placed where each child could have access to at least five 
colors. The following day the class attempted to read the various 
messages or stories which had been written. 
Evaluation: 'l'his novel form cf written expression intrigued all the 
ahildre:n. Each child took very seriously the work on his picture story 
and each completed an attractive message. 
-. 
t 
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. GroPEs of five 
~= To learn about the background of Obina. 
MaterieJ.ss Wilson, Howard E .. , and others,. ~ .e.f. Living ~Many 
Lands, pp.l.35-l8.5. 
Tim.ea 200 minutes - 20 minutes a day for ten dB\V'S• 
-
Procedure: Children found someone to read with due to lack of books; 
while each child read a section of dif£erent chapters on China the 
rest _o£ the class followed intently. After a few days reading~ chil-
dren were gtoouped in five groups~; each having .five parsons per group. 
The teacher told the class as a whole that they must re-read a chapter, 
and make up two questions which would correspond with the reading and 
put down the expected answers on the same paper. Therefore from each 
group there would be ten questions perta:t.nin! to each chapter.. Then 
children reassembled and questioned one another at their assigned 
groups. The ehild:ren' s question ... answer sheet ha.d the name o£ the per ... 
son asked.., A star { *) was placed after the name if he answered cor-
rectly$ but if the response was incorrect, a check ( vJ was placed. 
This enabled the teacher to cheek for herself if each group had worked 
as a group and had :really read the chapter. Each child took a. turn 
asking a question and answering. If the child didn't know the answer, 
another person was asked. 
Evaluation£ Very sucoessful, and it worked as a good cheok on one 
another.. It is an exeellent way to have the chUdl-en re-read and 
170 
fully appreciate a new vocabulary and yet retain important in.for-
mation. Children may easily be shifted from one group to another to 
read different chapters on different days. 
Group of five 
Aimt To make a map of the school district. 
-
Materials& Large brown paper, ruler, pencil,. crayons, and map of Newton. 
Time: 1- 45 minute period, plus extra time. 
Procedure: A group of five people was selected at random to make a 
map o£ the school district. They were told to select a chairman and 
to draw up tentative plans of what they were going to draw. One child 
got the materials 1 one was the chairman, two did the tentative plan and 
sketches, usirlg the map as a guide. The last child ran errands. After 
the tentative plan was drawn up the children were free in their spare 
time to take crayons and fill in the rest of the sketch. 
Evaluation: At this time the project ha.s pJ"Ogressed very well. Each 
child has done a good job as a working part o£ a group activity. 
Group o£ two 
~: To learn about China on our own by working in pairs. 
Materials: Wilson, Howard E., and others, ~~Living ~ ~ Landa, 
I' i 
I 
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pp.; 135-185~ other reference books listed in appendix •. 
Time: ,30 minutes .. 
-
Procedure: Children were allowed to choose a partner to work with. 
The class was grouped into 11 pairs of ohil~en, 7 pairs of which were 
girls,. and a group of 3 boys worked together. After the children had 
chosen a friend the teacher listed topics on the board from which they 
were to pick one topic to look up and report on.. The topics listed 
were: Chinese wri t.ing~ pagoda, foods., Great Wall1. people, signs, sym• 
\ 
bols, houses, cormorant3 transportation# schools~ sedan chair- coolies, 
tea, mulberry leaves, work, and beliefs.-
Children were given 3 days to work on their research and 
they were allowed to have their parents help them by giving them infor-
mation on their topic or by helping them look up in reference books 
more details than what they could attain at school. 
Children were allowed to work together in their free periods 
to look up information from books placed on a table. They were to use 
their diseretion as to how they were to present their material. Some 
made some drawings, copied passages, others wrote down g~ne~al infor-
mation fo~ reference. 
After three ds,ys children reported on their findings by 
showing handy work, pictures, samples,. and some read from ·their papers 
what information they had gathered. Each group was given about 2 
minuW.s to report on their findings... The way the material was presented 
to the class was left wholly to the children.. Some presented their 
I 
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findings by having one show a picture or the article i tsel£ while the 
other talked about 1 tJ while in other groups both reported on their 
findings. 
Eva.lua.tiont This worked very well because the interest was very high 
and all wanted to learn about China to tell the rest of the group. 
All were fascinated w1 th what they had to tell each other and all 
information was gotten across very simply and pointedly. 
GropPS of two 
Aimt To review the major aSpects of' the wq of' life of the 
Navajo and the vJoodland Indians. 
Material.s: Pictures from the National Geoey:aphic Magazine (dates 
unknown)} questions and exercises based on the books, Living Together, 
!2!: !!!! Long Ago, !!!52! £! .Q!!: · Land, and Building ~ Communi ties J 2 
folders labeled Set A and Set B containing the pictttres and questions 
or exercises. 
Time1 
-
Thirty minutes. 
Procedural The two groups of children who had finished their written 
reports on their Indian topics were told they could work in pairs doing 
some activities based on their Indian Unit, while the teacher helped 
the other group 'Wi '!ih their reports. 1 
One group had a copy of Set A for every two children I 
(S copies) and the other group had$ copies of Set B (one for ev~ 
., 
!, 
i; 
children), 
Set A inoll.lded four colored pictures and directions With 
answers on the other side.. The direetions told them.t "On a sheet of 
paper write all the words from this list that you can see in each 
picture. The pair that has this set may do it two different ways. 
One child may do pictures. 1 and 2, and the ofuer child do pictures 
3 and 4 and then swap picturesll or the two of you may do the same 
four pictures and then check to see if you found all the words for 
each picture. Keep the list of words between you two so you both can 
see. If you don't see the first words from the list in the picture 
you are looking at, don't write them. If you do see them then write 
the nord or words under picture l, etc. and go on to the next words .. 
1\lhen you are all done exchange papers and correct them by removing 
the answers .from the back of the sheet. 11 
Set 3 consisted of 10 true ar false statements and 15 
words with their meanings mixed up. The directions for card 1., words 
and their meanings, said, "Here a:re some words which you have read in 
the stories about American Indians. Write the numbers on a piece o£ 
paper .from l - 15. i-Iatoh each word below w.i. th the words belol-7 which 
describe it. Write the word on your paper beside the correct number." 
Card 2~ the true or false sentences> directions said# "Some sentences 
below are t'rue and some are false, number from 1 ... 10 on your paper. 
If sentence number l is true, write True beside number l on your paper. 
-
If it is not true, write False. Do the other sentences the same way. 
When you have finished exchange papers and correct them by taking out 
II 
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the answers for both cards £rom the back sheet. n 
The children of each group wrote their answers on their 
regular school writing pap.er. 
Evalu.atiom tile results of these sets done by children working in 
pair.s ·were very good. Considering the fact that the children whispered 
. . " 
together often they did it without disturbing the other members of the 
class. They displayed a great deal o£ eagerness in worJd.ng end were 
amtious to do ID.Ol"e sets. 
Working together increased their abW. ty to work. co-opera-
/ 
ti vely. It let them share their information learned. If one child 
forgo-t a fact and. ·the other one knew it, it was interesting to notice 
how quickly the one who momentarily forgot it could add to the infor-
mation mentioned by the other. Children always remember things they 
enjoyed doing, therefore it is assumed they will remember better the 
many things learned about Indians by working on these sets in pairs 
and ref'l"eshing their memories than by taking a standard written test. 
Variations: Below are some ideas which could be made into other setst 
Set (h Find 12 pietures dealing with Indian objects which 
need titles, such as tepee, dugout, canoe~ etc. These directions could 
be used~ "Number your paper £rom l .. 12. Find the titles from the list 
that tells about picture l. ¥Trite the title on your paper beside nlllll-
ber 1.. Look at the seoond picture. Find the title that tells about 
I
I/ picture 2. On ;vcur pap,.. write the title beside l:l1llllber 2, etc. Slip 
I 
the card contajning the directions out of the folder and keep it between 
I! 
I 
q 
! 
II 
you. When you are finished exchange papers and correct them by removing 
the answers from the other side of the folder." 
Twelve ti tJ.es that would match the pictm-es selected could 
be typed on a card in mixed order. They would look at a picture and -· 
'then at the card containing the titles to find the ti tl.e_ going most 
closely Wi tb. the picture; 
Set Dt This set could include 7 sentences w1 th fill in 
blanks, a list of jobs to be put into "Woman's Work" and "Men's Worku,_ 
and a list of Indian words to~be arranged in alphabetical order. 
Directions for the first part would. say,. "Fill the blanks of the 
.. 
following sentences with the missing word." The following sentences 
could be used: 
1. Most of the Navajo people make a. living from 
herding • 
2. A hogan is a Navajo • 
). The hogans are never exactly because 
each family builds its ow hogan. 
4.. The Navajos sell wool and lambs at the __ _ 
S. The men meet in the Oounci1 House to make 
for their people. -----
6. In school" Navajo chUdren lea;'Xl to speak their own 
language better • They also le$m to speak • 
1. Many of the teachers are -------· 
Directions for the second pa.Ft of this set could say,. "Some 
of this wo;t>k was done by the Indian men, and some was done by the Indian 
women. Make a list of the work done by each. At the top of one, write 
"Women t s Work. 11 At the top of the other list write ••Men' s Work". 
.~-- ~~-- ~· -~ 
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These jobs could be inoludedt 
made wampum 
made canoes 
built the wigwBI!ls 
hunted and fished 
I 
picked fruit 
gathered the sap 
taught the boys 
made clothes 
planted con \ taught the girls 
made corn bread 1 gathered wild rice 
went to council meetings I made bow and anows. 
Directions .for the third p~t of this set would sa:y, 
"Arrange these words in alphabetical 1der .. n The following words 
I 
I 
I 
could be used: 
ditches sagebrush[ New Mexico 
council desert cactus 
California juniper b1fshes hogan 
jewelry patterns Navajo 
silver weaving Arizona. 
cookshade designs velvet 
I 
trading post ~ndian 
The answers to all these se~s would be included on the 
. I 
I 
back sheet of the set. I 
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S]:I' B : CARD 2 
Some sentences belov; are true and some 
are false . Number from 1 -10 on your paper. 
If sentence nunber 1 is true v•rite true beside 
number 1 on your paper . rr-rt is not~e ~ite 
fAlse • Do the other sentences the s~m~ ·ay. 
1 . The Ind!.ans of the ''oods lmilt larp:e cities. 
2 . They moved their homes often to find food. 
3. Some of the Indians of the ~oods had gardens. 
4 . The fall was a busy season for the Indians 
• 
of the woods . 5 . The •oods Indians were very careful of the trees. 
6. Indian children went. to school for part of the year. 
7 . The Indians did not kill any animals that were 
not neede for food. 
8 . Th~ council helped to make rules for the tribe . 
9. Innian farMers did not have any machines to help hem. 
10 .The Indians learned to plant corn after the white man 
came. 
. . . . . . . 
CQQ')0...-1~~-d 
...-!.--!r-i<Mr-4 
. . . . . . . 
r-l"-'t")~l()~t--
.p 
:::s 
0 
0 
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S}~ B : CARD 1 
Here are some wordn which yov. have read in the stories about 
Americ~n Indians. \ 1rite the numbers on a piece of paper from 1-15 . 
Mntch each v·ord below with the words below which describe it. \'rite 
the word o"'l your p~per beside the correct nnmber. 
travois 
hnffalo 
couhcil 
1. Indian money 
totem 
~ribes 
scout 
trade 
pueblo 
corn 
plains 
message 
west 
wampum 
pemnican 
museum 
2 . to give somethin~ you have for somethinR someone else has 
3. chief crop of the woods Indian 
4. dr icd me~t 
5 . chief food of the plains Indiqns 
6 . used by the plains Indinns to carry goods 
? . village of clay-house Indians 
8 . bi~, almost flflt place without m'lny trees 
9 . a placw v~ere thtngs from the past are kept 
10 . a group v~ich meets to decide what to do 
11 . an nnimal or a thing chosen by a family 
12 . a direction 
13 . sent by smoke signals or picture writing 
A. Indian families who live close to~ether 
, lB . men who went ahead of the tribe while hunting buffalo 
ANSWERS T 0 
Picture I : 
building tepees 
long poles 
squavrs making a new camp 
use of buffalo skins 
Picture 2: 
Indian Chief 
trimming 
Headdress 
many feathers 
S E T 
Picture 3 
Picture 4: 
A 
wigwam 
Indian ax 
sheets of birch bark 
making a canoe 
using sinew to hold two 
things together 
wigwam 
squaws making maple sugar 
green birch bark kettles 
how VJoodland Squaws look 
lar e trough 
FOR SET A : PICTURES I, 2, 3, and 4 
On a sheet o~ paper write all the 
words from this list that you can see in 
each picture. 
building tepees 
Indian ax 
Indian Chief 
how \'loodland Squaws look 
long poles 
wigwam 
trimr11ng 
green birch bark kettles 
Headdress 
using sinew to hold two things together 
making a way to travel 
squaws making a new camp 
use of buffalo skins 
many feathers 
sheets of birch bark 
squaws making maple sugar 
making a canoe 
large trough 

/) Su.rpr;sc 
Ca, ~oLt 0 ue-ss ? 
/1 n /} d "en .J-u ~"e 
-,;afp;nj 
M~ flew F;;end 
Out- J./ u n .J-,~j-· --..}-;; fJ 
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.Ainu To teach spelling words to three dif'£ erent groups us:ing 
-
the opaque projector. 
J!ateria1s: Spelling words written on paper, opaque projector. 
Time: 1fwenty .. fi ve minutes. 
-
ProcedUl'e: The following words were presented 01'1 the opaque projectors 
line outside Indians 
mine picture pueblo 
hat eggs _wigwam 
bat ba.ven•t pemmican 
sing don't 
can't. 
The poorest spellers "Ware given the first five words, the average 
spellers the next six words., ani the best spellers the middle six 
words plus the last folll" wards. (The last four words were chosen 
because they related to an Indisn unit which the children were 
studying.) The children pronounced all the words toge·l.iher. The 
poorest spellers were directed to J.ook at the words -line and mine. 
~ ~
They were asked questions, "What does an e at the end of the word 
usually make the first vowel do? Which letters a:re different in these 
tvro m:>rds? •• The poorest spellers then spelled these words to them-
selves. The rest of the class wre told to 1ook at the middle group 
of words.,. They vrere asked such questions as, "Find the two small 
words in outside. What letter has been left out of each contraction?" 
179 
Evaluation: In the group .Qf twelve best spellers no ehild made more 
than one error. In the group of ten average spellers no child made 
more than two errors, and in the group of six poor spellers two ehU-
dren made two errors. The remaining four children spelled the five 
'WOrds correctly, 
Groups of two · 
Aim: To teach ro new spelling words._ 
-
:Materials: Spelling Book, (Spelling We Use, Grade 3 -Lesson 21.)1 
1 blackboard, chatk, erasers, and chairs. 
'1'1 T~·· TvrentY'""fi 'IJe minutes • 
---------~-L ~:~U:' _After the spelling lesson had been introduced and ___ st~~~~~---
ll 
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for two days, the followi..'lg spelling gBine was played (similar to TV 
program, 'Wame the tune") : 
The elass was divided into pairs (a boy and a girl of 
equal spelling .abllity)" The .first couple sat dcmn in chairs 
which were placed next to esch other about 10' from the bl.:ick-
boa:rd. The teacher then read a spelling word to them. When 
the teacher said "go"1 the couple walkGd quickly to the board 
and wrote the word. The child who wrote the word correctJ.y 
first, and in good wr.iting, was the winner. Then the next couple 
cane up and so on until everyone in the class had a. turn. 
Evaluation: The chUdren not onJ.y . enjoyed this game~ but bad a strong 
desire to learn the words. Al.so.t during this game they bad the oppor-
tunity to see the word, wri. te the word, and hear the word-. 
GroREs. of two 
Aim2 To review the first seventeen spelling units. 
-
Materials: Paper., penc:U; Word Mas~s ~Eelfer :2., by David H. Patton. 
Time: One 'Week, five 16-minute periods .. 
-
Procedure: The review 'Uili t on pages 48-50 of the !.2!!! ¥aste!'Y 
Spep.er :1 was the lesson for the week. The class was divided into 
nineteen pairs. The relntdning seven members of the class were not 
studying the s~ words but were also divided :into two groups and 
followed approximately the same procedure~ Each day the teacher gave 
the review list for the day in test form. Each child then checked his 
pair. The final test of the week was given by each member of the class 
to his partner from his list ot words incorrectly spelled. 
Evaluation: Working together helped each ch:Ud with his spelling words 
and a record of those which :needed to be worked upon was kept. The 
teacher was also saved the time 'Which would have been required to check 
the papers and thus was freed to epent time with the sl~r spellers 
who needed more guidance in studyiag theh- spelling liVOl'ds. The final 
test of . the week also found a great. improvement in the number of words 
correctly spelled as compared with each daUy teet. 
.Aitnt To provide additional. praCtice in spelling. 
-
Materials • Spelling text1 paper., pencil.. 
' 
Time: 
-
Any free t:ime child had after assigned work was completed. 
Procedure: Each child was permitted to choose a spelling partner. 
When other work was completed., spel.ling partners were permitted to sit 
together and give each other the weeldy vvords to write on paper. Each 
could cheek the other's spelling. 'l'bis eoul.d also be done orally, but 
ii 
!I 
/> 
II 
(\ 
I 
" 
II 
'I I. 
II 
II !j 
I' 
Jl 
II 
II 
i;he teacher usually encouraged the wri:liten "WOrk for thesa reasons: she ji 
. I 
could more eas:Uy check on the vrork being doneJ it gave the pupU-~eacher!L 
-----, 
i! I 
:I 1: 
;! ;; 
: ~ 
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a chance to check the spelling in. a wq that. would be a test to his. 
O'Wll spellingJ it gave the pupil a chance to 'Write the mrd as he would 
normal.ly have toil After the children had checked their spelling they 
were to study their misspelled weilrds in the "f18':f outlined at the begin-
ning of the text. Another variation for this p~tner situation :t.a tor 
the pupi:].....teacher to test his partner on 'the words his partner has re-
corded in his spell.ing notebook as words he has missed :in previous 
tests. 
Evaluation: The children enjoyed working with partners. ~e grades 
in weekly spelling tests have imprQVed markedly. Spelling in compo-
sition has improved somewhat. On$ change in this system has been made: 
the children no longer haw a specific partner,. but mey choose to work 
with Bif¥ child,. provided that the other child has also finished aU 
daily worke 
G:t'O!PS of two 
Ainu To help ch:Udren review spelling words by using them in 
-
stories. 
Materials: Sampl.e card~ pencil, paper. 
Times Fifteen minutes. 
-
Proceduret The teacher had made a series of.' spelling cards on 'Which 
there were 30 spelling words taken from ~ ¥aste:z SEeller already 
studied. On the reverse side there may be found six different titl.es 
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from which the chUdren chose to write a story. As a variant from the 
usual. spelling lesson the good spellers may work in pairs while the 
remaining youngsters work with the teacher perfecting their current 
spelling lesson. The children pick one of the ten cards to work with. 
The pair study the words, look at the titles listed on the back, and 
decide which one would suit them to write on. It was not necessary 
that they use eveey single word on the card because they wUl have 
other opport'Unities to reuse the same words in other stories. Ch:Udren 
were to list the words which they used and were to place a check beside 
each word if' it was used more than once. It didn1t matter it they 
worked with the same chil.d at another time, but it was important that 
they checked off with the teacher to make sure that each cbil.d bad 
used the same card three times b,ywriting three different stories 
using each word at least once. Stories were read to the class for 
appreciation. After a certain period of time children ma.y spell words 
in spelling bees as additional proof of knowing the words. 
Eval. uation: Children loved to work together in tnaldng up a story. 
This form o£ lesson seems to give them added confidence because they 
know the words and thus it makes tbim feel they may write without 
errors. They ask for more opportun$ties to work together at the same 
I 
type o£ activity .. I 
I 
Variation: You may use these card~ with groups of three's and five's .. 
It' th~ teacher wishes, the chUd maylwork alone at the same project. 
I 
I 
J .. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
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. . !lropps of two 
I . 
To provide written prac~ice on spelling lesson 3. Aim: 
-
llaterial.at llimeograpbed sheet, w..J Jlastel?' Speller b;y David 11, Patton, 
pencils, cr~. ~ 
Time: twenty minutes. 1 
-
Procedure: The teacher assigned boj class to groups of two, a good 
speller with a: poor speller. Using t;h.eir spelling book" page 141 the 
two children worked to complete their work sheet. They each took turns 
reading an item, filling the blanks Cl~ their arm work sheet as they 
went along. 
Evaluation: This lesson provided go! written practice. The chUdren 
enjoyed using their words rather than doing unpurposeful w.ri ting with 
little meaning. 
I 
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Do this paper usin~ the words from Lesson 3, Spell~ng. 
Fill in the blank: 
1. The horses eat and corn. 
------
2. Let's drive to 
·-r. ~ 
3. I need ink for my new ---------
4. We have the ldttens. __ __, 
5. The !Ylother 
-------
has seven litble ni~s. 
6. A young sheep is called a ---------------
7. PiRS like to eat 
8. We saw ten lar,ge wooly at the farm. 
9. The on the farm is f un. 
10. ~lad it is s unn.v ted a.v. 
--------------
11. Vlhen I left Jack, I said 
-----------------
to him. 
---
Write the word that rhymes with: 
stf:j} . knlt~) 
'-""' 
dbg) 
~0~- deep' nea) 
--
.._ .. 
bite) cl(t)Wn t@ 
-
Write the word that be11;ins like ~¥11 
Write the names of the thre~ animals: 
l. 2. , . 
f 
I 
• 
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I I Groups of two 
! To change words by the 'ubstitution of beginning blends. Aim: 
- I 
I 
'!laterials: Paper, pencU, am workibook (Phonics We Use). 
I 
I Time: 
-
Ten minutes. 
I 
Procedure: The teacher told the ct4ldren to turn to page 21. in the 
I 
110rk book. Then each cb:Ud was tolc11 that he was to work with his 
neighbor and do page 21. Ten minute$ were allowed to complete the 
I 
assignment. The directions were at ~he top of the page and were read 
by the chUdren. After this page~ finished the chUdren checked 
I 
each other on the spelling of the net words and the old words that 
they had on the page. 
~uation: Every child in the rooml received 100 percent for a grade. 
The next day the same page was repeaf.ed independently and the scores 
were 23-1001 and h ... 2 wrong. There wrJ no trouble wit.h either n. oise or 
confusion. 
I 
I 
! 
I 
j 
I 
I 
I 
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BLE S: F IDDLES 
Look at the riddles on this po e . The vord in the 
b x t the end of ecch riddl st rts ith blend . 
~et blend will you use to change the word so that 
it 1ill fit t e riddle? rite the ne ord on the 
line . 
1 . It is something that be by does . sleep 
2 . It is something a bee con do . bring 
3 . Be by likes to pvy with them . clocks 
4 . Children like to d~ it . slip 
5 . You carry diRhes on it . St£Jy 
6 . You drink fron it . ~rc s 
7 . You see hi t circus . bro n 
8 . Plants c n do it . slo 
9 .• It is nert of e bird . drc? 
10 . It is the n e of frui . drum 
11 . It is the ne1 e of bird . s lo iV 
12 . You can ride in it . cluck 
13 . A tr in runs on it . bl ck 
fir2!1P o:f.seven 
Timet Fifteen minutes. 
-
Procedure: The seven best spell~rs the room usually had no 
trouble learning their \lleekly ~::~p~;;!..L.L~wg words. Since they were not 
allowed to go ahead at their om rate o£ speed in this schqol, they 
were given extra words as a challenge to them. Various lists of words 
were copied on Oi tto paper with t~'l'J¥.!l'!'t."l 
at the beginning o:f each week. 
o£ 1mrds and directions: 
• These were given to them 
a sample of-one of the lists 
means. Study the hard parts 
them to you. Correct every 
error.. Decide how you woUld + . .o•~"''h the hard words to another 
correctly. 
carefully. Have a partner 
child 'Who can't spell well. 
of these 'WOrds as possible., 
brushing 
carrots 
bathing 
onions 
raspberries tomatoes 
weighing measuring 
t:ing a story using as many 
toothbrush 
vegetables 
lettuce 
Each child 1n this group hlp awn copy of the list of 
words and directions. They would on this lesson during the regular 
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spelling lesson or later during the if they had time. When they 
felt they knew the vmrds vrell 'they had a partner dictate the 
words to 'them. Sometimes the nm .. +.'l'aQ·A would also correct them_, other... 
wise he•d correct his own paper~ end or the week the teacher 
gave the group the regular spelling .~ ............. .y test plus the additional 
words from the list. 
Evaluation: The poor spellers in room felt sorry for the first 
groupt:s having to learn extra words., But the first group were chal-
lenged by their extra words. they woul.d give the teacher 
suggestions on what. words they'd to have. They vsere quite eager 
to have learned- all. the words from list., Keen competition was 
evidenced. The words helped· enrich groupts spelling vocabulary. 
dictation lesson. 
pens1 and ink or penc:Ua. 
Time: 
-
Twenty minutes. 
Procedure: Children vd'lo had ili.t:JO:'-"olo·'"'ll!. errors in the dictation l.esson 
were arranged in three groups - two D<rnnns of :f'i ve who had made one 
error each - one grOUp of three vmo 
A l.eader 'Who had a perfect score was to each group. The 
leaders heard each child pronounce spell the troublesome words 
• 
of the paper.. Then the leaders 
Following this each child wrote 
necess~. using the front aide 
.,...,.._,,.._,.,., to their groups the same sen• 
of the paper was used tor this 
part of the lesson •. The leaders enec;!ced the papers. The children 
wrote their words ill their speJHng uou'Ksw. Words I Must Practice. __ ...... o;;.,;,.o .......... 
tences in a dif!erent order • The 
Wh:Ue t..lrl.s lesson .was practiced the .~ .. p~wa.r.u""~··· of the class wrote 
original sentences and had them by the teacher. 
Eval. uation: Every cbil.d bad all the ~et1te:noe1s correct.. The words 
had been given good practice. 
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I 1: I Concl 11 I; l1 
I' r 1! It was the purpose o£ this tudy to determine what type o£ j 
Ill II lessons, in all areas., might be taUgh in small groups to bring about _ li 
II a maximum of learning; to discover wb nit 1s best for all pupUs to .,1 
11 share the same interest; and to findJut wh~n it is expedient to allow lj' 
li a pupil to be the leader of a group Ue the teacher is otherwise !I-
ii ' I . I 
!/ occupied in purpos_ eful activities witljl the remainder of the class. 1J 
I! I il i' It appeared that children b nefi t best in the skills area in 1, 
iJ working in small groups. In these o.mqu..J.. groups there was greater pupil II 
!I participation, individual obecking1 i dividual differences were provided \1 
jj for, concentrated practice was greatef for both the rapid and sloW learner,!! 
p. I Ji !l cooperation td th others was improved rd there was more enrichment !I 
ii activity.. 1· II 
I! _ . In the understanding, atti t~de, and appreeia tion areas best II 
I! results were acbieved. through wh~le ciaas activities which were ~eacher II 
J! dil"ected. It is ferunble, however, Jat after initial contact mth many 11 
11 of the above areas small group activi ies could be carried out effectively jjl 
!I I i! and efficiently.. 1 
li li' ll
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Frasier,$ George WUlard and Dolman, Helen and Vsn Noy~ Katbryne,. ~ 
Seasons Pass, Syracuse_, L. w. :tnger Col1lpsny! 1938. · 
Gray• W:ilJ:lam s._, et~ al. ..• , The. _· N.·.em.l.;·· _ ds ~ Nei. &!!b.ors.1 New York,. Scott Foresman end Cmnpany" 1.9 2. _ 
Gray, Williams., et. aJ.., ~ !!'!.· ore Streets ~ ~o~ New Yo:rk1 
Scott Foresman and Company, 19 · • · · 
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Gray., Williams., et. al • ., The llew treats and Roads, New York, Scott 
Foresman aD:i Company, m"6;-' E -
Hahn, Emily1 China ! ~ ~ New York, Franklin Watts, Inc.1 1946. 
Hahn, Emily, The Pieture trrz !!!, 2F Eau Claire, Wisconsin, E. M. 
Hale atd Company., 19 • . I · 
Hayes, Grace B. and Russell., David j•; Games ~ ~ New York,. Ginn 
and Company, 19$3. . · · · · 
llorn1 Erne. st. ' and Ashbaugh,; Em_ es_t, r~ !!!. Use1 Grade 3• Chicago, J. P. Lippincott eo., l9SO. 
Jones, Edwina and Morgan,. Edna and Itandis, Paul E., Easz Steps To 
Hea1.tb, New Yor~ Laidlaw. Bros1" 1949.- . · · -
McCrady.~ El~abeth F.1 Children o.t !!ore:t:e Lands1 New York, The Platt 
and Mu.nk Company, Inc., 19.:;0. 1 · 
I . 
McKeeJt Paul and Harrison, Lucille M~, Buildini Your Lanease, Boston, 
Houghton- Mifflin C01npan.y, . 19511 · - · 
~>1~' et. a1.., Phonics !!!.lse, Cbicago1 L10"S and Carnalual>, 
Morton, Robert Lee., et. a:t.., Mekini ~ure ~ Aritbm.etic1 Grade 3.t New 
York, S:il. ver Burdett Company• l~ 
Ousl.ey, Odille and Russell1 David H~;jt t!My Do and Learn Book, " To 
Accompany Around the Co~r, N,w :York~, Ginn and Company, 1953• 
Palmer, A. N.~ Grad~ . .31 Writins tes9on, New York, The A. N. Pal.mer 
Company,. i 
I 
Ps.:t..ton, Davia a., wordrxm SPeHJer, Grade 31 New York~ CharJ.es 
E. Merrill Company-,. · 9 · •l!'. - • I 
Pitts, Lilla Belle,. et. al.j Sig!r!~ !!!!, ~f¥ Girm and Compa!17_, 
1950. .· I 
I Perkins, Lucy Fitch, The Chinese '.l.'wfns1 Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company~ l935it . . . f 
i 
Physical Education, course o£ Study,! Barrington,. Rhode Isl.and, 1945 
' i Physical Education, Course of Study~! Boston PUblic School.s1 1954. 
. ' . ! 
Physical Education, Course o£ Stu4y1! New Bedford1 Mass., 19$2. 
Pbysical Education# Course of Study,! Warwickt R. I.1 1956. ! }i 
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: R c A Victor Eduoationa.l Series, 'lVirginia Reel, tt J,11chael Herman, 
Conduotor. · 
Russell, David H. and Wulfing1 Gretchen,. ftt.fy Do and team Book•" 
~y Find:lne Uew Uei~rs, :Soston1 Ginn Slid Company, 
·.o- , Ill 1 - ........... IWif! I~ ' 
~· -~~·.·. . .. Russe~~. David u. and Wulfingj Gl"etohen1 Friends F~Ut and !teF, New 
· YOrK, Ginn and Company, 19;3• . . --
Russell, David H. and Wu'1.fing, Oi'etchen and Oual.ey, Odille1 f.indin~ 
· new Neighbors, 1lo$toUi· o~ and .compaey-1 l9bB • 
. Sechrist• Elizabeth Hough., Red Let~r. ~· Eal:l Cla:1re1 · \iieconain, 
E .. M. Hale aD:l Company;T9Ji6. · 
Shaeter, Helen, Ph. D. and Bauer1 Vi{!;; W~1 . u. Dct, £.:!!! !a ~ F$'dl.y, 
· · New York,. Seott Foreaman and CQll1Pany, 1949. 
Sndth1 Nila Banton, !!!!:!:, s_!Jd. Far, ·New York., Silver Burd~tt C01DpaJl71 ms. · · · 
·, Sorensen, Clarence VIOodroW; l7!l.2. of o~ f'and, new York., S:llver Burdett 
• -··- C()lq;)my, l9Sh. · · - - · · 
, . stone and Smalley, Manus8t. Bas19, !I~ tin&, Book III, New York,. 
·•·· · Charles Scribner & one;; 1?45(, · 
.! Wiese• t;~,. ~-a~ A1:£ot, New York, The Vildng Freas, l9h8. 
. Wilson, lows.rd E., et. al•~ '.!!,'m !?!'. ~ivinS !!, !!!z Land;a, New YOl"k, 
Atllericen Book Company,: :19.51"·· 
·"> 
Yotmg, tvel,n, The Tale o£ . Ta:t and !!, .and tu !!!!, ;.:., Eau Claire, 
Wisccms:tn, ~ tr.'lrate amf eompany;Y9Ji5'. 
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